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Ashes From Cremated Bodies Stolen
TOKYO -.Ashes from more than 1,000 cremated
bodies, including those of so.me victims of the Aug\lst
Japan Air Lines (JAL) jetliner crash, have bee1.1 stolen
from two ~rematoriums,officials reported Monday,
Tiley said the ashes from eleven metal containers
were stolen from two municipal c.rematoriums in Taka·
saki and Isezaki on Sept. 8 and Dec. I.
Both cities are in Gunma Prefecture, about 70 miles
northwest of Tokyo, and near the area where the JAL
jetliner crashed, killing all 520 people aboard.
No reason was given for the delayed report of the
thefts.
·
It is the general practice for Japanese to cremate their
dead and then select from the ashes several small bones
for burial or storage in Buddhist temples.

Demonstrators Protest As Nobel Peace Prize Awarded

Crematoriums store the remaining .ashes and subsequently sell them to people who sift through them for
gold and other precious metals from the teeth .or jewelry,
A Takasaki city official, J(eiji Matsumoto, said ashes
from three, 35-cubic-foot metal containers were discovered missing from !he municipal crematorium on the
mornings of Sept. 8 and Dec. 1.
"It is extremely regrettable. The crematorium had
been kept very secure," he said.
The steel padlocks had been sawed off the containers,
he said.
Other officials said the September theft involved containers holding the ashes of about I ,000 bodies, including 220 of the victims of the jetliner crash.

More Die In Violence Against Apartheid

MAYAN PYRAMID RETREAT
January 19·24, 1986
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of planning sabotage. Several countries, including the United States,
have said he should be freed as the
first step toward reconciliation.

JOflANNESBURG, South Africa
- Police reporte!) three rnore black
deaths Tuesday in violence against
whitt:-minority rule that has raged
through this segregated nation for
nearly 16 months.
One of the victims was a black
policeman whose body was mutilated and burned, apparently by
other blacks who saw him as a sellout to the white authorities.
Wi.nnie Mandela paid an unannounced visit to her husband Nelson. The imprisoned black leader
has become a symbol to many blacks
fighting apartheid, the official race
policy that preserves privilege for
South Africa's 5 million whites and
denies rights to the 24 million
blacks.
Rumors abound that the govern.
mcnt is trying to strike a deal with
Mandela, 67, under which he will
renounce violence in return for freedom. }{c rejected such an offer when
President P. W. Botha made it last
January.
The government announced that
payments on the principal of foreign
loans will be postponed again, .until
March I. The country is in the grip of
recession, inflation and high unemployment that have exacerbated the
racial conflict.
A police spokesman said the black
constable who was killed was visiting his fiancee Monday night in a
township near Pretoria when he
answered a knock at the door and
stepped outside into a group of
blacks. His mutilated and burned
body was found in the morning, in a
field nearby.
About 900 people have been killed in the months of violence, about
one-third of them blacks who died at
the hands of fellow blacks. The rest
died in confrontations with police.
Mandela was sentenced to life in
prison in 1964 after being convicted

After the visit, Mrs. Mandela, 50,
would say only that he was in good
health. She returned to Johannesburg in the evening.
Botha's government froze repayment of principal on the $24-billion
foreign debt Sept. 1 and said payments would be resumed Jan. L
The extension to March I reflects
difficulty in arranging a new payment schedule satisfactory to bankers in the United States and Europe,
who have become concerned about

Men Indicted on Cocaine Charges
Believed To Have Fled Country
SANTA FE- Officials say two of four Santa Fe men indicted on cocaine
charges might have fled the country.
Assislant Attorney General Marcia White said Monday that Wesley Schaal
and Tesuque antique dealer Stanley Pepper are living outside the country to
avoid,~secut,ion.
.
·
Pepper-was reported missing Oct. 9 after telling his wife he was going to
Louisiana to recover a collection of Indian pottery, police said,
The other men indicted last week on cocaine trafficking charges were
David Del Bello, 31, and Paul McConnell, 40. They entered innocent pleas
Monday in District Court.
White said the four were tipped off to the cocaine investigation when
Schaal got a copy of a secret court affidavit and gave it to the other men.
The affidavit, filed by the state in an earlier drug case, quoted wire-tapped
conversations in which the four were mentioned by name as major cocaine
suppliers in the Santa Fe area, White said.
Schaal is believed to be in Europe and Pepper's whereabouts are unknown,
although is also is believed to be living outside the countcy, White said.

Be Yourself Tonight
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the anniversary of the death in 1S96 of Swed- viewed as demonstrating unhappiness with the
ish dynamite inventor Alfred Nobel, who selection.
established all but the economics prize.
Chazov attended t.he late Soviet leaden;
The Oslo demonstrations passed without in- Leonid I .. Brezhnev, Yuri V. Andropov and
cident. They drew Soviet dissidents and hun- Konstantm U. Chernenko, Lown, born in
dreds of Sakharov supporters, including Aase Lithuania, teaches at Harvard University
Lionaes, former head of the Norwegian Nobel School of Public Health,
Committee who handed the 1975 Nobel Peace
This year's prize in medicine went to AmerPrize to Sakharov's wife when he was barred icans Michael S. Brown, 44, and Joseph L.
from coming to Oslo.
Goldstein, 45, for research into how the body
Tuesday night, a traditional procession of handles cholesterol.
more thall I ,000 torch-bearing well-wishers
Americans Jerome Katie, 67, and flcrbcrt
paraded past the Grand Hotel, shouting greet- H: Hauptman, ~8, received the chemistry
ings to Chazov and Lown, who smiled and pnze for developmg methods of determining
waved from a second-floor balcony in 9- crystal structures.
dcgree weather.
West German Klaus von Klitzing, 42, won
The two doctors had read separate accept- the physics prize for a discovery related to how
ance speeches after being summoned to re- electric~! ~onductivity beh:~ves under varying
ceive the prize by Egil Aarvik, 73, a retired magnetic mfluenccs.
journalist and former government minister
Naturalized American economist Franco
who now heads the Norwegian Nobel Com· M?digliani, born in. Italy. 67 years· ago, remittce.
ceived the economics pnze, established in
The ambassadors of the United States, West 1.968 by Sweden's central bank.
Germany and Britain normally attend but were
French author Claude Simon, 72. received
out of Norway Tuesday. Their absence was the Nobel Prize in literature.

Shultz Arrives In London, Starts Tour
LONDON - Secretary of State
George Shultz today chided Western
governments that have relations with
the Palestine Liberation Organization, declaring that "extremists must
be resisted, not appeased."
"Unlike some of our European
friends, we feel that gestures toward
the PLO.•.. only mislead its leaders
into thinking their present inadequate policy is gaining them international acceptance and stature,"
Shultz told an Anglo-American
friendship society, the Pilgrims, as
he began a 10-day European tour.
"The PLO is not entitled to any
payment in advance so long as it
rejects what arc, after all, the basic
premises of the peace process," he
said.
Shultz arrived at London's Heathrow Airport shortly before dawn today. He is scheduled to meet later
today with Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher and Foreign Secretary Sir
Geoffrey Howe, and depart Wednesday morning for Brussels for a meeting with 15 NATO foreign minis•
ters.
.- His trip, viewed as a follow-up to
the U.S.·Sovict summit in Geneva

last month, also includes stops .in
West Germany, Romania, Hungary
and Yugoslavia.
While aboard the airplane, Shultz
told reporters he accepted Israeli
assurances that Jonathan Jay Pollard, charged with spying for Israel,
was not part of a larger Israeli network for spying against the United
States.

"What We know is the Pollard case
and that is what is be ins investigated
by our law enforcement- agencies,"
Shultz said. "There arc no other
cases that we know of."
On a related topic, Shultz told reporters on the plane that he believed
the Middle East peace process was
still alive. "I wouldn't say it's fiz·
zlcd; we intend to pursue it," he said.

HRIR PORCE OnE
Style Cut $6.95*
Conditioning Perm $16.95*
"(Includes shampoo, style cut and blow dry)

Reagan Administration Makes
Comments On Sakharov Film
WASHINGTON- The Reagan administration charged Tuesday that the
release of surreptitious films taken of Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov are
part of a Kremlin campaign to hide the maltreatment of the ailing physicist.
"As we have said many times before, we deplore the Soviet practice of
releasing self-serving film clips of Dr. Sakharov ,"said White flo use spokesman Larry Speakes. "The films arc clearly designed to deflect attention from
Soviet mistreatment of Dr. Sahkarov. They do not provide credible informa·
tion about his state of health."
"We find particularly odious the Soviet practice of filming Dr. Sakharov
and his wife, Mrs. (Yelena)Bonner, without their knowledge during medical
examinations and consultations. in violation of basic medical ethics,"
Speakes said.
On Monday, West German television showed pictures of Sakharov, a
Nobel Peace Prize winner and nuclear weapons pioneer, trudging :tlong a
street in the closed city of Gorki, carrying two heavy suitcases to a railroad
station.
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Save
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"But first we must be able to bequeath to our
children the most fundamental of all rights,
which preconditions all others. the right to
survive," the HarvArd University .professor
said.
Lawn and Chazov were called together .to
the gilded rostrum to receive the gold medal
and diploma, which carries a $225,000 award
which will go to their organization.
Reading his speech in English, Chazov did
not touch on the issue of human rights.
Outside the hall, one of the protest banners
said: "Chazov, use your power- free
Sakharov." "Find better friends, Dr, Lown,"
read another demonstrator's sign.
The Oslo ceremony was the first event in
Scandinavia's annual Dec. 10 round of Nobel
Prize presentations,
In a gala white-tie ceremony in Stockholm
in neighboring Sweden later Tuesday, five
Americans, a West German and a Frenchman
received Nobel Prizes in medicine, chemistry,
economics, physics and literature.
Nobel winners are usually chosen in October and the awards are presented on Dec, 10,

More Than 150 Tmtacea Available
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OSLO, Norway~ Two physicians - one
American, the other Soviet ~ who helped
found a doctors' antiwar group received this
year's Nobel Peace Prize on Tuesday as human rights demonstrators protested in the icy
streets outside.
·
American cardiologist Bernard L.own and
Yevgeny Chazov, 11 Soviet deputy health
minister and a fellow heart specialist, accepted
the &ward as co-founders of International
Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War.
The group claims more than I 35,000 members in 41 countries.
The demonstrators were protesting against
Chazov's presence because he participated in a
1973 political attack on Soviet dissident
Andrei Sakharov, who in 1975 won the Nobel
Peace Prize himself.
Chazov became the second Soviet citizen,
after Sakharov, to receive the award.
"We are not indifferent to other human
rights and hard-won civil liberties," Lown told
an audience of more than 600 dignitaries, including Norwegian King Olav V, inside Oslo
University hall.

Dslly Lobo Dlspl~y Advertising

SALE!
Eurythmics

the effects on the economy of continued rioting.
That lack of confidence caused
bankers to call in short-term loans,
rather than renewing them automatically, which sent South Africa's currency into a nosedive and prompted
the repayment freeze,
The rand was worth about $1,25
four years ago, buthitalowof34.8
cents just before the government
acted Sept. I.
Compounding the economic problems are inflation running at a 16.8
- percent annual rate and black unemployment estimated to be as high as
30 percent. The government docs
not keep complete statistics on black
unemployment.
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6315 Lomas NE 265·0827 (Lomas at San Pedro)
2264 Wyoming NE 292·7290 (Wyoming Mall)
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'Can' The Piped-In Music

WI/ITT'S
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Albuquerque's usually balmy weather took a sudden turn. for the
worse yesterday. It wasn't as if we hadn't been warned, but some of
us were unprepared, nonetheless.
Term papers, final exams, Christmas shopping, traffic congestion,
air polution ... and pfped·in holiday music. No wonder people get
"the blues" at thi;;; time of year.
I know, "What a Scrooge!" you say,
It's true. I confess. I ha!e the holidays. The only good thing about
Christmas vacation is the vacation. You get days off from work,
usually, and days off from school. You can sleep late. You can take a
little trip. You can do all those things, that is, if you have some money,
That's the other part of the season I don't like. People without
money are always depressed at this time of year because of the
traditions our society promotes: spend, spend, spend.
It starts soon after Halloween. Bits of evergreen decorations are
seen edging their way onto department store shelves. ByThanksgiv"
ing, fat red Santas are arriving by helicopter. As the weeks go by, all
semblance ofsubtlety is thrown aside, and for$6.95 each, the kids line
up for blocks to have their picHJres taken on Santa's knee- as they
strain to remember everything on their lists of wants. It's a heartwarming scene.
December 21 marks the beginning of summer in the southern
hemisphere. One of these years I'll have the bucks to afford the
~scapist's solution: Christmas in Fiji.

r-------"--,
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Christmas. Palestinian Christ·
ians rush to Bethlehem to celebrate the birthday oftheir Savior.
A glorious day, indeed. The
Church 'of the Nativity is flooded
with the faithful. Bethlehem's
streets are filled with Palestinian
scouts marching ceremonially to
assert their Palestinianism and
their Christianity. A beautiful
view abruptly interrupted by the
advent of the Israeli occupation.
Since 1967 when the Israelis
occupied Bethlehem and Jerusalem, Palestinian Christians and
Moslems have been prevented

I((M~c

'Rif(fSI/1/fli!WWG ~ ..
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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lNG (i}fTH NEIIGH801<5 Ul</3 HM1'

from celebrating their feasts frE!e·
ly. Every Palestinian religious
procession is accompanied by
Israeli soldiers decorated with
their Uzi sub-machine guns, On
Christmas Day, Israeli soldiers
are stationed around Pa.lestinian
churches prohibiting any free
gestures that might arise from
the crowd.
December 25- the world
media's attention is focused on
the Church ofthe Nativity. Rarely
do' the media mention the
oppression of these Christians
who guard it, The emphasis is
always on foreign pilgrims vistiting Bethlehem- this small

Claim of Electoral Mandate
Unsupported By Numbers
Editor:

Alternative To
Abortion Stated

No One Paid Attention When A Homeless Man
Froze To Death In A Washington, D.C. Park
By Richard Cohen
Washington Post Writers Group
WASHINGTON - For better or worse, newspapers reflect the
thinking of their times. In the old South, you could not tell from
reading.,the newspapers that black people existed. Not too long ago,
no one ever mentioned homosexuality in the papers and the word
cancer never appeared in print- not even in obituaries. Now it is
John Doe we do not see.
John Doe is the name I have given a homeless man who froze to
death the other night in Washington. The Washington Post, probably
accurately reflecting community interest, routinely reported his death
as a minor part of a weather story. The location of the death was given
as a downtown park. Nothing more,
There is something terribly wrong with a society that treats the
death of a man by freezing as if it were a burst pipe or weather-related
traffic tie-up. There is something wrong when death by freezing is so
commonplace that newspaper editors, trained to anticipate questions
readers will ask, do not even tell you where the man died, whether
anyone saw him, whether the police tried to take him to a shelter,
whether the law allows them to . , , nothing. It is as if death by freezing is an act of God.
But it is an act of man. Everyone knows that a man lying in a pUblic
park can die when the temperature drops in the teens and the wind
howls. In a city .where, it seems, every other person is a cop of some
sort- city, federal, Secret Service, GAO, congressional and even,
would you believe, Zoo- not one of them came across a man dying
in a block-square park and tookhimto a shelter. Dogs, cats and plants·
were takenin from the cold, but not people. Crazy or sane, they have a
constitutional right to freeze to death.
The plight .of the homeless is a national scandal- and disgrace.
With all the best intentions, we haveapened the doors of Bedlam, our
mental institutions, and allowed those who are deemed no danger to
themselves or others to simply leave. In some ways, that was a good
thing to do. Less and Jess do you read about the incarceration of
people mistakenly diagnosed as crazy. Less and less do investigative
reporters bring you horror stories ;~bout the warehousing of the

insane- mammoth, barred buildings that serve as junkyards for
damaged people.
But something has gone terribly wrong. The streets of major cities
are now hospital wards. Every day on the way to work I pass a man
who sits on the sidewalk, stares into nothingness and begs for
money. A block later, I always see another like him- and then
another and another, up to and including the one many in Washing•
ton know as Sky King, a bearded street person who has yetto meet a
Winter that's his match. This much is sure, though: One is coming.
In Washington, as in other cities, the deinstitutionalization process
continues as if the evidence ofits failure is not all around us. More and
more of the mentally ill will be released from institutions, to be
transferred to community homes or the care of families. On paper,
that sounds wonderful, but it is only a matter of time until we read
about scandals in the community homes and of families unable to
cope with mentally ill relatives. Already, some desperate people put
their insane relatives on buses and send them off to big cities.
Gotham has many grates.
There has to be a way to safeguard the civil liberties of the home·
less while, at the same time, safeguarding their vety lives. New York
Mayor Ed Koch is trying to do just that. When the temperature dips
below freezing, he has authorized the police to bring the homeless off
the streets- by force, if necessary. The policy seems sensible.
Lawyers, social workers psychiatrists are supposed to be standing by,
Some feelings are hurt, but no one since has frozen to death. Let the
injured sue. It is the privilege of the living.
A caring society has to distinguish between an aesthetic problem
and a real one. The homeless are unsightly, butthatishardlyjustifica·
tion forforcible incarceration. But a caring society also has to guard
against a hardening of the civil arteries, the growing calousness
produced by the sheer numbers of homeless people. More and more,
that is the case. We are becoming inured to misery.
In Washington the other night, a man froze to death in a public park.
No one stopped it from ltappening. No one much cared afterwards
that it happened. The cause of death was a coincidence. The man lost
body heat. We had already lost interest.
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-LettersEditor:
In regards to a letter to the editor in the Nov. 27 Lobo concerning an ad for a Pro-life Forum., I
would like to set the record
straight.
The letter implied that the pro·
life organization which made up
the panel was responsible for
this ad, We who participated in
this program had no prior know·
ledge of the contents of this ad,
nor did we fund it. This ad was
produced and paid for by the
UNM student organization that
sponsored the forum.
This letter also implied that we
are judging or condemning the
women who choose abortions.
Our purpose is to offer women
with a problem pregnancy a
Christian. alternative to abortion.
To the. mother who chooses life
we offer help with whatever her
needs may be. We do not judge
or condemn the women who
choose an abortion. Neither do
we judge the abortionist or their
staff, We do however, strongly
condemn the act which takes the
life of the defenseless unborn
child and wonder why our compassionate society is so indiffe·
rent to the senseless killing of in·
nocent human life which takes
place every day in our own
neighborhood.
Donal Schauerte
Project Life, Inc.

-Letter~

by Berke Breathed
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ASUNM Senate ProTem Jim Hoppe's comment in the Daily Lobo
(Dec, 4, 1985) that "The students elect us to do a job -they have faith
in our ability to do what's right,'' is absolutely fascinating.
Just where in the world did Hoppe get the hilarious idea that the
students at UNM have some kind of "faith" in the student Senate?The
factthat less than 25 percent of UNM's students even bothered to vote
in last spring's election would seem to indicate that the student
Senate doesn't exactly have an overwhelming mandate from the
masses.
The recent action by the Senate to take control of funding of small
groups out of the student's hands strikes me as another example of
how they actually serve small special interest groups Instead of the
majority of students at UNM.
I suspect that most students are just as appalled and frustrated as I
am by the fact that every year we vote against funding some groups
and every year the Senate gives them funding anyway. This conde·
scending attitude that the Senate is smarter than we are is absolutely
infuriating.
I suggest that most UNM students have very little faith in the
Senate, butthatthere's not much they can do about it. So, please, Mr.
Hoppe, don't insult our intelligence by pretending that you represent
the students at UNM. We know better.
K 11 R' h
d
e y tc mon
Daily Lobo Arts Editor

How Do Nations Differ?
Editor:
An M.D. from Lancaster, Pa., in
a letter to the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
Dec. 6, 1985, made the following
comment: "Even the most
Neophyte political science obser·
ver knows that a top priority of
any totalitarian regime is abso·
lute state control over education.
No free expression of ideas or
contrary opinions can be
allowed."

As a follower of the Margaret
Randall case, I naturally assumed
that this article described the
USA, but in fact, the author was
referring to Russia!
Could someone please explain
to a bewildered European observer, where the USSR and USA
differ, if at all, in attitude toward
·
freedom of speech?
Lynne Bluestein
Student

20% OFF

When will this oppression
end? It seems indefinite, Palesti-

World-Famous
Speakers Deserve
Better Accoustics
Twice within one one-week
period UNM was host to impor•
tant guests: "The world's
greatest living theologian" (Hans
Kung), and "The world's greatest
living Russian poet" (Andrei Voznesensky). It was exciting to see
and hear them both.
The hearing, however, was
severely impaired by the
attempts of technicians to magnify sound artificially in room 101
of Woodward Hall. Both world·
famous men would have .done
better by raising their heads and
projecting their voices. The poet
really would have preferred it,
and finally backed away from the
mike and did give itto us directly.
If UNM can afford to bring men
of this caliber this far, surely we
can find equipment (and techni·
clans to operate it) which will not
detract from the event. I would
strongly recommend that
amateur recordings be prohi·
bited. The feedback was painful,
distracting, and finally, in both
cases, insulting to our guests.

We want
your input

• Special introductory
offer on the NEW PASSAP
Single Bed Machine
• Yarn
• Cotton & Wool Coned Yarns
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Visa/ Mastercard
265-3536
Good thru

X·mas '85

NO PURCHASE

Tuesday Nights
• Dart Tournament ($3.00 Entry Fee)
• Star Search (Trip To Las Vegas)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Wednesday Nights
• Pool Tournament {$5.00 8 Ball)
• Ladies' Nite
• Michelob Night

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

LIVE. ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday - Saturday
Continuous Food Service

The Wine Cellar

I

Fair Plaza Shopping Center
Lomas &.. San Pedro NE 268-6706

I

I

I
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Harry Willson

0 Holiday Dress
0 Racoon, Kitty, Bunny,

0 Alpaca beret
0 Rabbit, 6abbit,

Lion-battery
Silk Channeuse lingerie 0
0 Cherville bathrobe
0
0 Audrey Schenk jewelry 0
0 Goose lamp
0
0 Cashmere Sox tt gloves 0
0 Jeanne Pierre sweaters
0 Laurel Burch jewelry
0
0 flora Kung silk dress 0
0 Wool Ruana
0
0 Mohair/Wool Ruana
0
0 Cashmere Sox

0

Rabbit dress
Cotton Camisole/bikini
Blrkenstocks
Outlander sweaters
Silk Scarf
Blouse Dress Sweaters
Skirt Jacket
Hue Sox, cotton tights
Leather belt
Belt buckle
Sarah Arizona
cotton sweaters

For.Men
0 Cow battery operated
Mini briers
0 l"lano phone
Laurel Burch mugs
0 Porshe phone
Scarfs
0 Cotton T's Crew & T.Neck 1
Cashmere Sox & gloves 0 Travel alarm

0 Silk briefs

0

0
0
0

Register for FREE weekly drawing of a
$25.00 Gift Certificate
Open Sunday 12 • 4

,..._....

9:00-S:OOpm Mon-Sat

•":r

DRINK
NECESSARY
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1·800-354·9627
Navy Officer Programs

1 COUPON PER VISIT
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Earning a college degree
doesn't always guarantee you
a good job, The Navy can give
you the training, experience,
and responsibility you need to
become more marketable to
private industry. Starting
salary $20,000. In four years
as a Navy Officer you can gain
training in aviation, personnel
management, accounting,
marketing, engineering, just to
name a few. Benefits are
better than ever and include
30 days annual paid vacation.
GO NAVY and live a little!
Contact:

•r----------- ONE
FREE

Editor:

WITH THIS COUPON

• Knitting Machines
• Knitting Machine lessons
• Sale on NEW Studio
Bulky Pattern Machine
• Knitwear

No. 74

Palestinian city who"se people nian Christians use Christmas as
have been living under a system an occassion to implore Christ to
of apartheid for close to two de· save them from the brutal Israeli
occupation- after all, Christ
cades.
was a Palestinian Jew, himself.
Two years ago, a nun was sev·
erely injured when a bomb ex:·
Today, Palestinians who are
ploded in her face as she was living in the diaspora celebrate
qpening the door of the nunnery. Christmas in exile. Their slogan
Jewish terrorists were responsi· has become: "HaShana Habaa
ble. A few days later, a Moslem Be Yerusha/ayim,'' or "Nex:t year
priest suffered the same fate, in Jerusalem.''
This oppression is taking place
today against the Palestinian
Joseph Massad
Christians and Moslems who in·
Arab Student Association
habit the Holy Land.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

'··

WildRose
Nnturol Fiber Clothing
AcceS$ories
Q46

2Q!'O C Centro! • Albuquerque. New Mex1CC •
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McSorley Calls for Increased
Funding to N.M. Universities
lly J)avid Gomez
New Mexico's universities will
lose out if a suggested state tax increase goes through without an increase in the amount of money spent
on higher education. Stale Rep. Cisco McSorley (D-Bcrnalillo) said
Tuesday at a meeting of the Univcrsity of New Mexico Faculty
Senate.
Also at the meeting, the Faculty
Senate approved the membership of
a lobbying group for the \tpcoming
Jegislntive session and passed a lastminute motion, slllting opposition to
the proposed expansion of University Stadium, regardless of the funding
sourt:c.
In his appearance before the
group, McSurley saiJ Rep. Linda
Tytler (R-Bcmalillo) and Sen. Wendell CosncrCR·Bcrn~lilio) nrc speaking of no incrca~c in state taxes
somewhere between $160 million
and $350 million.
"! see what's happening now ns
being very important in the history of
the University," McSorley said,
"What the conservative coalition .is
talking abnut is a dramntlc restructuring of New Mexico taxes to shift
aw:1y from the oil and gas to create a
broader based taxation built on the
economy of New Mcxi.:o.
"lfthist<tkcs place, and if we don't
put into effect increases in funding
(Jllr universities, we willlwve missed
a golden opportunity," he said,
McSorley identilicd both Tytlcr and
Cosner as members of the "conservative coalition" in the state
legislature.
McSorley said that while it is true
that New Mexico ranks fourth in the
nation in per capita taxes as measured by totul government spending.
the state ranks 47th in the acllla!
amount of taxes individuals pay. The
first figure docs not take .into account
the income generated through oil and
gas severance taxes, he said.

Governor Supports 12 Percent Increase
For Faculty Salaries, More Financial Aid Earn X-tra money for X-mas

~-~

~~-~-;

.

~

The drop in natural gas revenues
over the past six months lwve complicated the state's budget picture,
he said. "We have been an economy
he:wily dependent on oil and gas,"
McSorley said. "We find those revenues, if not depleting, then at the
very best remaining the same. We
suspect the situation wi.l! only get
worse.
"While I think that's important, I
don't foresee that as the solution tl1e
University of New Mexico really
needs," the legislator said, "because
what l really these people saying is
that if we just. fund our universities at
the same level, we'll be okay. Well,
I don't think that's the solution."
McSorley said a proposed rise in
tuition could possibly lead to a loss
of students Ht the University. The
state Bo;trd of Educational Finance
has estimated that there is an unmet
need of $8 million in financial aid,
he said. "If we're going to mise tuition and fees. we 'rc only going to
aggravate the situation further," he
said.
"I do feel that there will be an
impact if the regents. or any regent at
Joe Mi1chell
the University of New Mexico, decides that first priority at UNM is
improving the stadium," he said in Students on their way to morning classes. Tuesday found some cold and wet weather.
reference to a planned lobbying Today's weather is expected to be cold and partly cloudy with SE winds at 10·20 mph.
effort by Regent J~JTY Apodaca.
Faculty Senate President Michael
Conniff named himself and five ty of New Mexico regards the possi- come up with the $5 million dollars, the motion as it currently reads beOthers as faculty legislative lob- ble enlargement of the University and they were dumb enough to put it cause I'm not against the expansion
byists. He said faculty and staff football stadium as an unnecessary into a football stadium, somebody of the football stadium. I am against
salaries would be the first priority. expense which would indirectly from the administration, or us, or the expansion of the stadium using
McSorley said earlier that the Uni- siphon funds from the educational somebody, could go to them and say state funds." Despite dissatisfaction
versity and New Mexico Staic Uni- mission of the University."
'Jeez, we could really use the $5 by some, the original measure pasversity ranked ll th and 12th respecA motion to amend the language million dollars in the library. We'll sed by voice vote.
tively in a regional survey of faculty to read "state funds" failed following be willing to put your name on all the
salaries at 12 universities. A plan to debate. "So we'll be going on record books or whatever. •
Memorial minutes were read and
usc retired faculty as lobbyists did thllt if a bank gave $5 million, we'd
"The money couli:J be better approved for Professors Emeriti Linnot work out. Conniff said.
be opposed to that," said a Senate used," he said."If they want to con- coln La Paz, founder of the N.M.
Just ~cforc the close of the meet- member.
tribute, let's use it. where it's Institute of Meteorics, and Hoyt
Another member defended the needed."
Towbridge, former chair of the Ening, physics Professor S.S. Alpert
introduced a resolution which read, original motion. "The rationale, I
Librarian Mary Ellen Hanson glish department and dean of Arts
"The Faculty Senate of the Univcrsi- think, being that if a bank wanted to said, "I would have to vote against and Sciences.

By Juliette Torrez
SANTA FE- Gov. Toney
Anaya met with the University of
New Mexico Board of Regents to
supporta 12 percent faculty and staff
salary increase and an increase in
student financial aid.
· Anaya said he would try to reach a
consensus with the Legislature about
educational refonn and about financing education.. "Unfonunately, the
process has not moved along to the
extent we hoped," he said.
The govemor said he is supporting
a 12 percent minimum request for
faculty and staff salaries, while he
endorsed the idea of the individual
boards of regents setting tuition
rates.
"Personally, I would prefer not to
see tuition increased in the future,"
said Anaya. When asked about an
incremental tuition plan that would
mise tuition five. percent over a fiveyear period, he said that "certainly,
none of us would think 5 percent (per
year) is all that ~taggering."
Anaya also supported increasing
student financial aid in the state.

"New Mex.ico has the worse record
on terms of financial aid," Anaya
said.
However, f1mding for capital outlay projects will be scarce, Anaya
said. "The money for capital outlay
projects arc not the same (as in previo~s years)," said Anaya. "There
will have to be hard decisions made
in terms of funding."
Anaya asked for support of his tax
increase proposal. saying the state
was expected to run a deficit of about
$130 million. "The issue is arc we
going to provide funding for educa- ·
tion or are we not," he said.
The Board of Educational Finance, whose members are
appointed by the governor, will
make its recommendations to the
Legislative Finance Committee on
Thursday, Anaya said.
The BEF recommended a 12 percent increase in faculty and staff
salaries. The board also recommended to shift the responsibility of
setting tuition rates to the individual
boards of regents.
The board also approved to in·
crease financial aid by $ t .7 million

this fiscal year. The five-year plan
would alleviate the unmet financial
aid total of $8.6 million by expanding need"based programs by 20 percent.
If passed by the state Legislature.
work study will increase by
$297,000, the state student incentive
gmnt will increase by $548,000 and
scholarships based on academic
merit and/or student need will increase by $876,000.
The student financial aid r~com
mendations stern from a study presented byBEF staff member Porfirio
Diaz on unmet financial aid in New
Mexico.
Anaya said that UNM needs to
decide what its mission is. "The University has historically tried to be
everything to everyone," said
Anaya. "You have to decide what
your mission should be then it is up
to us to support it."
Searches for the vice president for
academic affairs have begun, said
UNM President Tom Farcr in his report to the regents. Bob Desiderio
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$5 BONUS
for
new donors

$2 BONUS
I
I
for
I regular donors
I
I
expires 12-31-85
I This coupon can be
I
used once a week
I
I

expiNS 12-31-85
This coupon can be

used once a week

-----·-------..----·-------YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 Yale SE • 266-5729
Open M-F 9:30-5:30; Sat 10-2

continued on page 8

2216 central SE 265·7531

s . Fat Chance 4 _
t~"'' Bar & Grille ~
& Stroh's Beer
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End of the
Pre.. Final Party
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Friday, Dec. 13th
7:00 ·11:00pm
Pitchers _ $3.00
nr!:IIIR & Bottles -75~

SPECIAL
SALE

Don't Forget our oreat
Burgers & sandWiches
o~od Luck with Finals

on Luxo
Lumaglow Lamps
.'!' '·

Regularly $36.00

Now $22.00
11:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
Mon-Fri
265-5262

~--------------------------
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Lamb Stew
E

D

1'1

E

served with garlic bread

D

$3.00

Available in yellow, red, black, orange and white

at The UNM Bookstore

r:--

VAWABLECOUPON -

-

:-1

1TWO SMALL1
I
PIZZAS I
I

I

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

1
1
I $ 99
I
I
~-------------------------· I
Hot Roast Lamb Sandwich
s
$3.50
II DECEMBER SPECIAL II
s

A

y

.

T
H

5
.

.
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u
R

Toppings include, Pepperoni, ham, black
- olive,, ground _beef,. ltalia~ sa. usa_ge,
n\U!hrooms, green peppers, ontons. Green
<hUi and anchovies upon request. (NO
SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELETIONS)
'

D
A

~~------------------------·
Lamb Spaghetti
I'
R
I
D

A thick sauce of tomatoes, lamb, onions and mushrooms

A
y

$2.50

OFFER GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS

Fair Plaza

Lomas&. San Pedro e 261-1491

I .·. . .

EXPIRES I 2·3 1·85

· Cl)~@m~U]B~~
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VALUABLE COUPON - -

Mike Barbee of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity presents gihs to the children of the All Faiths
Receiving Home at the fraternity's annual Christmas party. All Faiths is a home for disadvantaged children in the Albuquerque area.

A CHRISTMAS COUPON!
For the twelve days of Christmas starting Friday,
Dec. 13, Mountains & Rivers will deduct $12.00
off any insulated jacket in stock. You must have
a coupon presented by our strolling Santa
Claus. Look for red balloons on Wed, Thurs,
and Fri.
,.~/ Looking for gift ideas, we have Mountains and
Rivers of them.
Under $10: Mini flashlights, Books, Bandanas, Calendars, Sunglasses,
Compasses, Earmuffs, Hats, Planispheres, .Wallets, Lunar calendars,
Socks, Head Chairs, etc.
Under $20: Daypacks, Fanny packs, Aerobies, T-shirts, Swiss Army
knives, Poly-propelene long undeJWear, gaitors, gloves, sunshowers,
Ivy caps, etc.
Under $50: Sweaters, Down booties, vests, shirts, Night Starfinder,
Bolle Sunglasses, Silk UndeJWear, Ski goggles, stoves, etc.

I'

~

:":;:::~ • ..,
268·4671>, Mon•Frl 10•6, Sat 10·5

2320 CENTRAL S.E.

Stocking Stuffers
& Gifts Under $20
She..,pskin Slippers
Flashlights
Outdoor Books
Safari Hats
Mini-Scrabble Games
Bandanas
Candle Lanterns
Nv Jon Wallets
1986 Calendars
Sun Showers
Plaid Wool Scarves
Hacky-Sacks
Daypacks
Brief'cas8s
Mini Cam8ra Tr•ipods
Sunglasses
Pedometers
Balaclavas
Sewing Kits
Polypropylene

Peruvian Gloves
Babies' lnca Hats
Swiss Armv Knives
Compasses
Carabiners
Pocket Planispheres
Leath8r Wineskin Botas
Sierra Cups
Peppermint Soap
l!pper Thermom8ters
Fanny Packs
Mini Maglights
XC Ski Wax
First Aid l~its
Bi.cycl e Racks
Chapstick
Whistles
Hammocks
Wilderness Maps

~~·
:2'~~~~(

.
THE ·.
/WILDERNES~).

(:-~~

~~N:!l~.

I

tliF T CERTIFICATES
and much, much more

2421 San Pedro NE
Across from the
Coronado Mall
884·5113

=

-
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Humanities Background
Post Finalist Discusses KUNM's Future An Asset For Engineers
should be a regular evaluation
"They have got to prove to me
.hdiettc Torrez

By

Funding for KUNM-FM radio
station and the possibility of
changing the station's format was
addressed by a finalist for the
genera! manager post.
Tim Singleton, of Fort Wayne,
Ind., said Monday that he would
not make any changes in KUNMFM's format unless the community and the University dictated it.
"I don't believe in coming in
and changing things for the sake
of change," he said. "If it's not
broken, don't fix it."
Singleton snid that KUNM-FM
has to define its mission, "The
station needs to reflect what the
University want>," he said. "H
the University wants the station to
be instructional then the station is
probably going to be instructionaL
"The station shuuld rctlcct well
of the University," said Singleton. "It should mlt embarrass the
(Juivcrsity by any means."
Singleton ltas been general
manager at W]3NI-FM radio station .in Fort Wayne since August,
1982. WBNI-FM is a public
broadcasting station with an
cmph!lsis on classical music.
A volunteers coordinator
would be "very helpful. There

process," he said. "There should
be a process of weeding out."
Singleton also said that he
would work towards raising staff
salaries. "Salaries in general are
too low (for people in public
broadcasting)," he said. "If you
want good people, you're going
to have to pay for them.
''If the University is the licensee, then it should be supportive," Singleton said. "I think that
all sources of funding should be
sought. He said sources of funding for the station include underwriting, corporate grants, University appropriations and student fees.
Singleton said that if he was
hired as the general manager for
the station, he would survey
members anti non-members about listener needs. "I would survey members, but that doesn 'ttell
about those who aren't members
anti what they want,'' be said.
"What you need to find out is how
many people arc listening who
arcn 't members.
"The big concern is the listeners," Singleton said. "As long as
it meets the needs of the community.
"I won't have unqualified people on the air," said Singleton.

that they are capable of handling
tbemsel vcs well."
Singleton served as an associate instructor for an tmdergraduate television and film prodl.lction
course as well as. a graduate television production course at Purdue Unversity from August 1973
toJune 1974.
He has also served successively as an instructor of communication, an assistant professor of
communilijjtion, and an associate
instructor 1n communication from
1977 to present while at Purdue
University in Fort Wayne.
Singleton is the first finalist in
the general manager search to
visit the UNM campus to meet
with KUNM-FM staff, volunteers and Alex Sanchez, vice
president for international and
community affairs.
Sanchez said he expects to fill
the position by February. The
general manager will replace
Wend ell Jones, who has served as
acting general manager for the
past ten months. Jones will remain at the station as the station's
programming director.
The second finalist, Byron
Renz, of Cedar Falls, Iowa, is
expected at the KUNM-FM station today.

By Robert Fine

The goal of the Nuclear Engineering Department is !9 graduate students who understand the impact of
their decisions and base their judgments on sound technical knowledge, says the department's
chairman.
"Students who only go into nuclear engineering for the money are
weeded out," said Frank Williams.
"We want to graduate people who
have a background in the humanities
as well as engineering and science
courses. Just because they are in
nuclear engineeering doesn't mean
all they are interested in is building
nuclear bombs."
Assistant Professor Gary Cooper,
who is faculty adviser for undergraduates in nucl.ear engineering,
said very few students graduating
from the department with bachelor
of science degrees build bombs.
"The undergraduate program at
UNM became accredited in the summer of 1984, and we have graduated
20 students, Cooper said. Three will
graduate this December - one is
going to graduate school, another is
looking for a job and the third hopes
to get a job with a Texas utility company,"
He said he hoped graduates leaving UNM will manitain the social

and technical ~tandards they leam~d
here, and they won't "consciously
go out and do somet!Jing
dangerous,"
Steve Ross is graduating this
semester and has applied for a job
with a Texas utility company, which
is opening a new nuclear power plant
near Dallas. He said if hired, he
would be trained for two years to
become a shift technical advisor, and
would earn between $27,000 and
$30,000 a year.
"The company is just starting out
and there is the possibility of moving
up fast," Ross said. "Companies
found out after the Three Mile Island
accident the need for well-trained
personnel with degrees in nuclear
engineering."
He said looking for an engineering
job is not as easy as some people
think.
"We don't sit around and wait to
be called," Ross said, "We have to
go out and hustle like everybody
else. I've sent between 30 and 40
resumes the past year."
He also said UNM has an excellent undergraduate program and students in nuclear engineering aren't
"bomb crazy,"
"No matter what we do, there will
always be military applications to
our profession," said Bill Schueler, a
junior in nuclear engineering and
president of UNM's chapter of the
American Nuclear Society. "Nuclear power plants, waste facilities
and the development of nuclear
space power, all have the possibility
of being defense-related jobs."
He said after graduating, he wants
to become a researcher and design
nuclear reactors that can be shipped
into space.
Tina Forsman, a senior and nuclear engineering's representative for
the Student Engineering Board. said
she gets the strangestlooks when she
tells people she wants to be a nuclear
engineer.
"I'm not interested in going into
weapon research," Forsman said. "I
want to be in public affairs and educate people about the positive things
the nuclear industry can do."

Governor-continued ftom page 7
currently holds that position in an
acting smtus.
Parer recommended that the posts
for vice president for student affairs
and vice president for planning and
administration be 'tcdlincd' or made
into permanent positions without a
search conducted, Parer said he felt
the University needed a "period of
rest.'~

'11Tho says you can't take it with you?
But this is a way that American
W.A.fter four years of college, you've Express can show that we believe in
got a lot of things. And one more could
your future. And as you graduate and go
be the American Express" Card,
up the ladder, y.re'd like to corrte along.
The Card IS great for busmc~ss It
Because if you're a senior and
you've accepted a $1Q,OOO careercan help you begin to esfab!Jsll vow.
oriented job, you could get the
credit history And. in a httlf~ lc>::;~: r;r•rPHL·'
American Express Card.
vein, the Card can be a Jot u! fu: 1 U~1~:" :t
That's it. No strmgs. No gimmicks.
for vacations. for a night on th,,, town •>r
(And even if you don't have a job
just a little shopping.
nght now. don't worry. This
..:.-•-""''"""'""'"·'"""~~
So calll·800-THE-CARD r1t~d
offer icl sttll good for 12 months ,; ·'•'l."d"-''' '·'~'""' ~ ask to have a Speclill0tuq. r:t
after you gr-aduate)
i
..·.!'.
i Applicatton sent toy( •tl ; ': : • ~If 1t sounds like the Card [ ':" J~!'f\..
t for oneon ~ampus
1s R httle easter for seniors to ~·
~•.,}l •
~ The Amen can Express Card.
qP.t nght now. you're nght.
••
·
" Don't leave school without it"

Mari-Luci Jaramillo and Joel
Jones hold those positions respectively in an acting status. Usually,
Affirmative Action policy dictates
that. searches be conducted within six
weeks for acting positions. Redlin•
ing occurs in unusual or extraordinary circumstances.
Parer said that UNM enrollment
has increased as well as an increase
in the retention rate and non-degree
StUdents.
Farer spoke briefly about his trip
to Quito, Ecuador, where a UNM
center for Latin American Programs
in Education is being considered for
reopening. The center operated from
1968 to 1980.
Parer also said that some remedial
course would be shifted to the Albu·
querque Technical-Vocational Institute. "T-VI may be able to do the job
better becatJse of a flexible schedule
and the student-teacher ratios," .he
said,
The regents also discussed ali
Affirmative Action report by Bernie
Sanchez about the number of minor·
ities in each department.
For example, of 36 faculty mem·
bers in the Anderson School of Man·
agement in 1985, one is an ethnic
minority and four are women. Of61
faculty members in the mathematics
department, 12 are women and eight
are ethnic minority.
Regent Robert Sanchez termed
the figures as "totally unacceptable."

Food Bank Provides Help to Hungry in State
By David Gomez
Founded in 198 I, the Roadrunner Food Bank has
doubled in four years the amount of assistance it provides to the hungry statewide, said director Buddy Gallegos.
The food bank distributed more than a million pounds
of food in emergency food boxes to hungry families and
individuals this year, he said.
"We have hungry people here in Albuquerque and the
state of New Mcxi~o," he said. "They might be getting
one meal a day- not enough for proper nutrition.''
An emergency box includes enough. food for nine
wcll-bananced meals, enough for three days, he said.
"They can extend it up to a week if they're frugal," said
Gallegos.
One such food box fora family of five awaiting public
assistance contained cereal, noodles, bread, butter,
cheese, rice, honey, canned goods and powdered milk.
An additional 25 pound bag ofproduce brought the total
weight to 75 pounds.
The food bank distributes the food boxes through
offices throughout Albuquerque, including one at the
Baptist Nclghborhood Center on Edith S .E., Gallegos
said.
Volunteer Terry Spillman sits four hours daily in her
dimly-lit office, Wearing a down jacket and knitted cap
for protection against the cold. A small electric heater
ran ineffectively as she spoke.
"Most recipients are single parents," she said. "Some
are unemployed and waiting for benefits.

"We don 'I give Christmas or Thanksgiving boxes,"
Spillman said. "We do this every day but Saturday and
Sunday."
A young mother and her three children entered the
office. She was bringing in an eligibility Jetter from a
social Worker describing the family's situation.
The woman.hadjust moved back to Albuquerque to
rejoin her husband after being separated, He wasn't
making enough money to feed the extra mouths, forcing
the family to seek help.
Spillman said applicants arc checked out through the
various social service agencies in order not to give the
boxes to those already on welfare. Pending verification,
the family would receive the box the next day.
Once on welfare herself for a number of years, Spillman said she sympathizes with the clients. "I'm with
you,'' she tells them. ''I know what you're going
through."
Food donations come from grocers, food brokers,
retailers <~nd manufacturers, Gallegos said. "Once, we
got in a semi-truck full offrozen burritos from Salt Lake
City," he said, "There wasn't anything wrong with the
burritos, but when they folded them, they left a ragged
edge. The food industry is very vain.''
The burritos would have been destroyed otherwise,
he said.
Private individuals also make contributions to the
food bank. "We get monthly checks from 10 or 12
people, and I know some of them aren't very well off,"
said Gallegos.

Gary Thomas, an employee of the Roadrunner Food Bank,
assembles food boxes (top}. To assure that a needy family
receives food, Terry Spillman must ohen negotiate between
the case worker and client to list the correct information on
the application (above}. TJ qualify, the client must first fill out
an application to demonstrate need (leh}.

Photos by Leonard Ortiz
•
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ALBUQUERQUE (APJ- Harry
Leighton's Christmas card designs
are different - a monk trying to
coax a stubborn jackass instead of
Santa Claus guiding his reindeer.
Or Mary and Joseph crossing
White Sands, N.M., en route to
Bethlehem. Or the star of Bethlehem
guiding a Navajo sheepherder and
his flock in Monument Valley, Arii1:.
A bit of Southwest holiday cheer
spreading throughout the United
\
States.
• I
!
Leighton, 69, started The Card
Shop in 1956 in Albuquerque's historic Old Town, producing about
3,000 cards he designed and then
silkscreened by hand.
He hired Rod Townsend in 1961
to do the silkscreening, and they now
crank out about 60,000 cards a year,
shipped to customers in every state.
"The idea was to produce cards of
the Southwest, depicting the southwestern scenes ... the churches of
the Southwest, chili peppers, pueblos," said Townsend, 41.
Leighton said the first cards
showed Iuminarias - paper lunch
bags filled with an inch or two of
sand and a votive candle. Luminarias - also called farolitos - festoon walls, roofs, patios and sidewalks during Christmas;
"Then I was always searching for
some way to have red,en Christmas
cards. People have always used red
on Christmas cards," he said.
Chili peppers are· red, and the
cards they decorate have become a
hot item.
Leighton, who went to art school
in Santa Fe after World War II, now
designs 16 new cards each year.
He said he gets ideas for his cards
from photographs, paintings, drawings and by traveling around the
state.
But nature has many colors, and
Leighton has to work with a maximum of four colors for each card he
Joe
designs.
This nativity scene located on the east end of the plaza greets
continued on page 15
visitors to Albuquerque's Old Town.

Every Monday
and Thursday

Complete
Styfecut
Tues. thru Sot.

2214 Central SE
(Aaoss from UNM)
255-3279
Hours: 1):30-6:00
Mon·Sat
Walk-Ins Welcome
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.
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BACARDI. rum fruit punch

In large container mix 4 oz. pineapple
Juice. 6 oz. orange juice, 6 oz. lemon
or lime JUice, 750 ml Bacardi light rum.
Add fine sugar to taste. Chill 2 hours.
Pour m1xture CJI/er block of ice in bowl.
Add 32 oz. cold ginger ale or club
soda. Decorate with fresh fruit. 18
servings.

fl..·
•,:

VISA

·,

Pour 1 quart of eggnog mix (as
supplied by your dairy) into
punch boWl. F'Qur in 12 oz. Bacardi
amber rum and stir. Fold in 1 cup
(8 oz.) whipped heavy cream. Chill,
stir. Top individual servings with
nutmeg. Serves 12.
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Quality Import Co.
and Bacardi Rum
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WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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Give a gift certificate
to that someone special
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Louisiana Plaza/Suite B"5 •.. HH ~ ·llO'• '
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BENEFITS:
• • Tuition stipends of 33 hours
On the job learning experience
: • Support system for that important first year
and
•
:
A WIDE OPEN JOB MARKET!
:
Cooperative program of APS and UNM
:
Applications available 110w, COE 223
:
Call 277-50.18 lor more information
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$3.00 Buddy fee for bringing in new donor
• Free medical Check-up • Blood pressure test •
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(505) 842-8991
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New Donors earn up to
$13.00 with this coupon
on your first donation.

:• Begin your teaching earee•· while enjoying a unique sup- :•
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BACARDI. rum eggnog
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Monday thru Friday
6:30-3:30

HILL PLASMA CENTER, INC.
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For more Information
call
Joni Mac.Cornack, 292·3050 .
eve. 265·21 47.

~

call for an appointment 296·2475

New Construction
Near UNM ....• Open 1-5

u·

f

• save $$$...Buy Wholesale
+ Pe.rso.nal, Home or OHice Showings

TOWN HOMES

Exciting hew town homes, Close-in, Secure, Spa·
cious open designs! Bright kitchen w/lovely
cabinets and microwave! 2 bedrooms and
2 baths! Loads of tile! 13 lots available for custom designs, 2 specs almost ready for occupancy!
Priced in low$100's! Better HUrry! Westonlndian
School past Carlisle, North on Indian Plaza to
Miracerros, follow signs!

A mysterious red-hatted gentleman attends the Hanging of
the Greens mass In the UNM Chapel.

Specializing In Fine 14k Cold and Diamond Jewelry

LUNADA

f

BACARDI,rum.
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Make a holiday party.
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ALB UQUER9UJ;l (A,P) +o.It' s · . While ellery!'!l!l else is getting . scem:s are iii partiC!!l:tr delnaJid,
a .pl~ce Whllre It's Jll.lfp!l~!!aUy .: . in~o the llolidii.Y spir'it ~ Qe¢em:
The sh!>pha~ S!>ld 19 jnusellm~.all'
Chnstmas, ·:m pld;fasll!oned ·· : b!!r rolls around; ffll.il!ll!llm sud
ov¢r the wc:ir!d• . ' '.. · . ,
WO!!derl~n.d llf 11 Cl:lri.stm;~s at. :.$Uilfo;~~J:I~ve;~JI ~9Q!i~llin& the ·.
'~Tiley ate par_tieular)Yin~
that.
.·. ..... ·. ..
, .. · . Ctmstm!lsseasqnl!llyear arQiln4, . teres~ed in the. nottberll NlilW
Orn1,1mcmts aboimd, .r.angiilg 1'heit Old Towri shop is open all
Mexl~:o Spanisllna~vitie~··which '
fromde)ipategl~ssorh;~ndci!(V!ld · ,year, and duringthemonthsj\lst · come from. Cordova, nearTaos..
.· W?O'l. to papier~mache. ~nd hand- . l>efore .the ~oli~ay,, itteY.a)sc:i!>pen Thin 'they .lire interested iii· very
Slllched cloth;· the Santa Clauses
shops in. Si!nta Fe l!!ld In Albll· . unique Indian orn!lmeJ!t~ a,nd
have an antique look about theni; quetque's heig~ts, '·
. . ·. •
l!ativitie~," liallQaum sai(j;
·
tJ:le nativity sc~:nes range fr(lm
"You teally do feel as ifyqu'Je
· lndillilllativitY .scenc:s po111'ay
s1mple wooden figures to fine
in som11 kind of wonderlan(j,"
Mary,Jpseph;BabyJesusll.ildthe
· porcelain; the s6u11d floating in
Hannaum said, "It's mpre <>f 1,1n · Wise Men ''dressed in very sim·
the background is the sound of all old-fashioned Christmas shop
pie Indill.il costumes. The Wise
the old familiar carols, . . .
really ...Children }l,)ve it, They
Men carry com asagiH,.or seeds:
IM it's not solely tbe Christ· can touch things, they can feel
things readily available on a
mas of English puddings and them. Just seeing them wander
pueblo," she sl!id. "The Spanish
Charles Dickens. lt's alsQ the . around the shop, they're ~,~u exnativities from northern New
Christmas of the Southwest, with .cited.''
. Mellico are IJSually done in the
chili-shaped ornaments and
she said her shop gives people
beautiful cedar woo() th1,1t we
lights, candle-litluminarias, and ftomotherplaces a fee) for what . have .or cottonwood roots,(il! a
n11tivities that reflect Hispanic Christmas is like in New Mexi~.
style) sirr1ilar to those of wood·
and pueblo culture. .
.
particularlythetouristswhowan~
carversin Spain." .·
·
''It's the flavor of New Mex- der in on 11 hot July day.
Other Southwestern .de~or&·
ico," ·said Joyce .Hannaum, co''Many have taken the JllminiU'·
tions include wooden deer, miniowner witlt S111ly ·Stelfoll of the ·· ia bags. back and said they we!'ll
ature pueblo horno$ (outdoor
9-year-old Christmas Shop in · going to start the tradition back in . · ovens), por¢elairdulninarias th11t
Albuquerque's Old T!>wn. "You Iowa or wherever," H11nnaum
holdacandle-,redandgr!!enchili·
see the Southwest ornaments here said.
.shaped orn&mellts ·of Various ·
that you do!l'tseeelsewhere. We
Th~;shop also has provided a
sizes. and materials and plastic·
have tl:le local flavor ofthe h1mi·
market fo.r ornaments, nativity
chiliswhich fit over small Christ~
!!arias qnd chili..peppers; we have
scenes ll.ild other holiday decpra·
mas lights, ·
And during the weeke.nds in
a· tree decorated with !llal chili • lions made by pueblo and nPith·
peppers and chili (shaped)
em New Mexico Hispanic artists.
lights."
TM Southwestern nativity
continued on page 12.
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Christmas Cards With a Southwest Design

Shampoo and
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The Finest
Body Building
and

Hanukkah Celebrates Jewish Way of Life

Fitness Center

The lighting of the eight candles which rnake up the Menorah
began on Saturday, Dec. 7 and
marked tile beginning of the
celebration of Hanukkah for the
Jewish people,
fn the year 165 B.C. Palestine
was ruled by the Greeks. The
Greek_s made a law that everyone
must confonn to the Greek way of
life.
Some Jews went along with
these demands while others took

for

t

Men &Women

I

Student
Discounts
Available

j

i'

LIBERTY

up anns against the Greeks. The
rebels were led by Judh Maccabee.
After about three years, the
Jews defeated the Greek army,
The Jews returned_ to Jerusalem to
find the Temple desecrated by the
Greeks.
fn the temple there was an eternal light surrounded with olive
oil. All that could be found after
the invasion was a small amount
of oil, enough to keep a candle

burning for one day. The candle
amazingly remained lit for eight
days.
"Hanukkah is a celebration of
the right to worship," said .Bob
Westle, director of religious
education at the Congregation
B'nai Israel.
Spe()ial foods like potato pancakes are eaten and gifts are
given. Hanukkah is really a
celebration of the Jewish way of
life and the right to practice it.

2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

GYM
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NEW YORK PIZZA
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Beer & Wine Available
Italian Dinners & Subs
New York Pizza
(by the slice or by the,. pan)
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL:
:
•:
1\eal Meatball Parmigiano
:•
:

Sandwich

:

504 OFF Reg . $2.95

• with this coupon $2.45

•

:
:
expires 12-16-85•
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127 HaiVard
open 7 days a week
call for
take out

265-4777

Free Programs Provide Rides Home For
Overindulgers During Holiday Season
By Jim Wiesen
Free programs are available over
the holidays for those who drink too
muci).
The most extensive program is
Liferide, .sponsored by radio station
KFMG and nine local drinking
establishments.
Both Anna Kaseman Hospital and
the American Automobile Association offer limited programs.
KFMG' s "Kidd" Stuart said Liferide will be offered each day through·
out December from 11 p.m. to 2
a.rn. at participatingestablisbments.
"Just ca.II up Yellow Cab Company from the establishment and
they will pick you up and take you
home as long as it's within the city
limits," said Stuart.

Faculty Senate
Awards Honorary
Degrees to Four

\

'~onderland~'-----------------continued from page 11
December, the shop gives out bizcochitos, New Mexico's traditional
sugar-and-cinnamon Christmas
cookie.
Hannaum's love of a year-around
Christmas began years ago, when
she started collecting antique Santa
Claus figures_ The collection has
grown to 30 Sanra Clauses, one of
which she had copied this year for
the shop.
"This year we're very much into
Santa Clauses," she said.

Cottage industries throughout the ings topped by a propeller. When
world make Christmas ornaments. candles are lit in the bottom of the
Some have become world famous, sculpture, the heat makes the entire
such as the German Christmas smok- tower tum.
Christmas is Hannaum' s favorite
ers and candle pyramids.
The smokers are inc~:nse burners holiday, one she said she never tires
made in the shape of peddlers, of despite living around holiday de·
butchers, grandmothers, piano play- corations in the shop all year round,
ers, flower ladies or other figures. year after year.
When incense is put inside the fi"Although if you ask if I decorate
gure, smoke comes out of its mouth. my house, there isn't a decoration in
The pyramids, which Hannaum my whole house," she admitted.
said are among the oldest of Christ- "We're here until 8 o'clock Christmas ornaments, arc tower-like carv- mas Eve .. .I just don't have time.''

C!onapfiom d"'ouihtve3.t
<t'anb

you.

.2iufmil H""' <lt'o,k a( '"-4tl toJ"H.

D

UNM Hospital
Urgent Care Center

D

For urgent, but not life-threatening
medical problems.
Hours

D

He said the radio station was
awarded the first place tie for
"creativity, exposure and overall execution."
Liferide is offered year-round
with service on weekends from II
p.m. to 2 a.m. and extended hours
on holidays.
In its third year, Anna Kaseman
Hospital's Make Albuquerque Safe
for the Holidays program will be
offered on Dec_. 21 and Dec. 3 1 from
4 p.m. to 4 a.m., says Lynn Villella,
the hospital's public relations
director.
Cali898-MASH if you need a ride
on either of the two nights.
Bobby Santiago of AAA said its
Dial-A-Ride program will run on
Dec. 23 and 24, and Dec. 30 and 31
from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m.
The Dial-A-Ride telephone number is 884-6611.

e
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FACTORY TRAINED
12 YEAR EXPERIENCE

WATER COOLED
SERVICES

~

&

1700 Central Ave. SE
on Pine St.
Albuquerque, NM 87104
(One block West of
University on Central)

247-4329

wishing to you
and
your family
the happiest
Holiday Spirit . • .

Can you

GRE,or MCAT?

Probably not. Great grades
alone may not be enough to
impress the grad school of
your choice,
Scores play a part. And
lhafs how Stanley H. Kapian
can help.
The Kaplan course teaches
test-laking techniques, reviews
course subjects, and increases
the odds !hal you'll cia the best
you can do.
So if you've been out of
school for a while and need a
refres~er. or even if you're fresh
out 01 college, do wha! over 1
million students have done.
Take Kapla~. Why take . - -

2locations
107 Cornell SE 262-1555
11030 Menaul Blvd. NE 298-5200

('

.

\TANifYH KAPlANfDIJ( ATIONAI ( EWE~Uf)

'fhe worlds leading
test prep organization.

0

Stuart said that 600 people used
Liferide last December. He said he
expects more people to use it this
year because it was offered only on
weekends. last year.
Each estabiJshment pays $50 a
month, Stuart said.
"We're working on getting more
establishments to participate," he
said. ''The more that participate, the
more the cost will drop for member
establishments."
Stuart said the nine members are
Graham Central Station Disco, The
Hungry Bear, Steaksmith, Cowboys, the Amfac Hotel, Big Valley
Ranch Company, both Comer Pockets and Cheers.
The KFMG Liferide program
gained national prominence recently
by tying for first place in ABC
Radio's R.O.C.K. Project (Reckless
Operators Can Kill), said Stuart.

VOLKSWAGENS

affordto gamble
with the LSAT, GMAT,

KAPLAN

location

Use UNM Hospital Critical Care Center Entrance
Charges
$25-standard 30 min. visit
AMEX, Visa, Mastercard, personal check or cash· accepted.

By David Gomez
With only I2 shopping days left
until Christmas, the University of
New Mexico Faculty Senate has
taken care of four names on its list.
Honorary degrees were
announced at the monthly meeting
Tuesday by Gerald Nash. Three of
the names are new; one is left over
from last year.
Approved for the honorary
sheepskins are Mexican novelist
Carlos Fuentes, American ambassador to Argentina Dr. Franklin Ortiz,
former Fine Arts Dean Donald
Robb, and author Charles Tomlinson of England.
Fuentes was nominated by the
Latin American Institute. "He is a
person of national and international
importance, especially in the area of
Mexican-American friendship,"
said Nash.
Ortiz attended UNM briefly but
gr!iduated from the Georgetown
School of Foreign Service. Ortiz
could not make the award ceremony
last year due to other commitments,
Nash said,
Nash called Dean Robb "a unique
individual" and a pioneerin electronic music. Robb came to UNM in
1942 and served as the Fine Arts
dean from 1945 to 1957.
Tomlinson has long been involved
in a study of Southwestern Hispanic
literature, Nash said. Besides gain·
ing recognition as an author, Nash
said Tomlinson has also distinguished himself as a graphic artist.

"'"'re
career? W<th yoo<

Monday-Friday 5-10 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday Noon-10 p.m.

Gas & Diesel

265·2524

•
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continued from page 10
"It's a specific kind of designing,"
he said. "Some call it posterization.
It gives a strong first impression
when you .look at it."
Townsend said that each card
seems to "capture the feeling of the
Southwest" even though some of the
color schemes- fluorescent
orange mesas or deep purple
skies - look alien.
Each card is silkscreened with
vivid, saturated colors.
"I use a hand silkscreen process

:

using oil-base paints," said Townsend, whose wife, Sandra, also helps
design some cards.
"I believe in putting oil-base paint
on them as thick as possible," he
said. "It's the thick deposit of oilbase paint that sits on top of the paper
and that's the way toget extraordinary color.

"I use no thinners or no extenders.
I don't dilute the paint in any way,"
Townsend said. "I still do it one color at a time. Most of the cards now
arc four colors."

But he said it's getting harder to
keep up with the "demand for the
cards.
"It's incredible. I used to work on
these cards between October and December. Now I work on them yearround," Townsend said.

''People in th!'l heart of New York
City order them every year and their
friends love them." he said. "Some
people arc hesitant to order them because they think they have to live

herc.

11

Customers send cards to fdcnds,
"We started with just local people and friends want to order tile cards,
who came into the shop," he said. Townsend said.
"In the early '70s, we started putting
"People frame them. That's what
out a color brochure."
we hear all the time. Friends have
Townsend said about 60 percent · collected them over the years and
of the card orders now come from have. framed every one," he said.
out of town
And children of long-time cus-

tomers. arc starting to order cards,
Townsend said.
"We're getting people in the shop
now who remernber them When they
were little bitty and now they want
the cars," be said.
However, Townsend said they
have had to halt late orders because
of the flood of customers.
"So many people want them.
Trying to keep everyone happy and
having to cut off the orders is tough.
They can't understand why we can't
do more. There's just so tnany you
can do," he said.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Brownl~ had
~T&T's 60%and 40%dlscounts,
11 would have been a terrible
~~ loss for English literature.

.~\ '

next on his engagement list."
"Peoria! Peoria!" cried Santa. "Do you
know how many shopping centers there are
,,<) in Pcoda alone'? Not to mention Dubuque,
.~-;. Witchit<l Falls and Sun City. I swear lnga, if
-\:'! one more kicf has to sit in my lap and slobber
} all over my lapels, I'll go nuts."
·•"'
''But Mr. Claus," I interjected, ''!thought
you liked kids - at least those of us who
.i
have been. nice. But you sound more like
W.C. Fields."
~: ·
"You 'rc right. You're right," said Santa as
he pulled himself up from the chair and flicked on the radio.
"We arc living. in a muterial world, and I
am a material girl," hummed the radio.
~- \
"I do like kids, in f<1cl, I l.ovc kids," Santa
said. "It's not their fault."
..
"So what's the problem?" I asked.
"It's the Christmas spirit," he said. "The
:~·: Christmas spirit has been lost in the haze
somewhere over Los Angeles."
':k '. "What Christmas spirit?" I demanded.
. .
"Exactly," replied Claus. "I've been in
"::;: ·•, this bus.iness for 1110re than 500 years, and
c~"",j every year it seems to get worse - with a
· <e'\ few exceptions, of course, Used to be,
· Cl1ristmas was a time of good will toward
. men and the gi-ving of gifts represented that.
~ .• Nowadays, it's go for all you can get with the
·-;·'' least hassle and nobody is innocent.
"All kids want these days is miniature
·''0 :·

c1j

Warning radar and they send jets out to identify us. Do you think that for one moment
some spaced based computer in a satellite
will be able to distinguish me and my deer
from an ICBM'? We have to reach space so
we can usc the Earth's gravity to propel us
around the world, you know. Reindeer can
only fly so long."

"
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Santa Claus
'
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"In other news, officials in California
announced tod~~ th~t Christo~her !<ringle :By David Morton
has won S7 million m the <;ahfomm St~tc ; ~wnior Holidav ,\nal\•;t
Lottery .. .,"crackled the voice m the radio. :
·
·
_ .
BIRMINOHAM, ENGLAND- It was
"But I think this year will be a nicer Christ- the tallest, sheeniest building in all of Birmmas maybe one of those exceptions, you ingham, maybe in ull England. I had traveled
kno.:V," said Claus as a smile slithered over · to this seafaring naiion before, and with the
his face and his cheeks reddened. "Y cs, I can · exception of greenery found in the countryalready fcc] the Christmas spirit coming . side, England harbored a pretty drab atmosback."
phere- gloomy, gray and wet. lt'sjust the
Seizing the change in attitude as a golden kind of place where an infidel like Ebeneezer
opportunity to pose the real question I had Scrooge would hang out, I suspected.
Boy, was I wrong.
come to ask Santa, I inquired, "Oh, say SanWell, Birmingham was still ugly, but
ta Claus. What do you think my chances are
EbeneezerTower- all116floors - stood
that I' II be getting those Commando fatigues
as a testiment to the art of architecture and
1 wrote you about earlier?"
cleanliness. Its lobby contained fountains,
"Well now let's see,'' he said as he pulled gardens and tropical wildlife. Classic French
out a long scroll, Jetting it unravel. "Ah, yes, impressionist paintings graced its walls.
here weare. Let's sec, there is first this little
matter about that bridge you sold to that
young immigrant couple in March •.• "

-,~_
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"I hope you don't think I'm too rude,"
Scrooge said, "but I think we can do this
while I finish some of my work, if you don't
mind. We're so busy this time of year, you
know. Let's see, 36 AK-47s at $85.95, 102
Rambo dolls at $47.26, II pair of Commando fatigues at $32. 17 .•. "

' r/1

"Well to begin with, Mr. Scrooge, do you
still feel the same way about Christmas as
you did during the days of Charles Dickens?"
I asked.

~

7J1PPJJP~

"Bah humbug," he said. "Dickens was a
fool. That old fart pasted me across his pages
as a cheap, miserly stooL I'll have you know
I clothe the Western world in the finest alligator wear in the solar system. I treat my

"Bah humbug. Dicken~ was a fool. That old fart pasted
m:: <tLT!h'. hb pages as a cheap. miserly stool. I'll have you
!mn;,~ I dotht• theW estern world in the finest alligator wear
-~
in the '-<~lar sy..,tem. I treat my employees \Veil and I love
Christmu:. time! Ha ha ha."

"Nothing in Dallas could top this," I
mused.
"Mr. Scrooge will see you now," the receptionist told me. "Take the elevator to his
suite on the 69th floor.''
It wasn't much of a suite, I noted as the
elevator doors shot open to a .narrow walnutpanelled hallway. I walked down the hall
until I came to a thin door with an 'E.
Scrooge' nameplate affixed to it. I knocked.
The door creaked open revealing a spectacled, wiry liule man.
"Scrooge!" I squeaked in anticipation.
"Well, yes. Yes, indeed,'' he said. "Come
in, come in. Merry_ Christmas, ha ha ha,
merry Christmas. Like a cigar?"
"No thanks," I replied out of politeness
and out of a sense of duty to journalistic
ethics, which dictate that reporters should
never accept gifts from sources.
"They're Cuban," he insisted.
"Well, in that case, okay, but just this
one," I countered.
He handed me the cigar ~nd then made his
way in split second time across a barrage of
half·open boxes filled with toys, jumped behind a desk and began tappirtg out calcula·
tions on a ten-key adding machine. I hadn't
seen anyone move that fast since high school
when Tim Scurvy was spotted confiscating
Mrs. Hinkley's panties from Principal
drey's office.

employees well and I love Christmas time!
Haha ha.
"Ring-a-ling. Hear them ring, It's Christmas time in the city," he sang.
·:Hey, t~at'sSilve~Bell~, isn'tit?" I asked,
try-mg. to Impress_ him__ With my vast know_ledge of Christmas carols.
"Silver Bells!" he exclaimed. "Son, that's
the sound of cash registers; it's the sound of
happiness. Consumer society needs me, I
keep them in material goods and they give
me money and more money. That makes me
happy.

.~
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"I love Christmas,'' Scrooge continued.~
"Our sales triple this time of year. By the~
way, I hope you've made out your Christmas -~
list. I might interest you ill Rambo dolls ~ r'«:i_
they're hot this year. That's the thing about ~
military toys, you always need plenty of~
them. Defense, you know."
~~

~

"The cigars arc$3," he said. "You can pay
the receptionist on your way out. Lei's see,
52 toy rocket launchers at $23.35, 19 micro
Mt;rccdez Bcnzcs at $1,500, nine pair or
alhgator sneakers at $107.57. , . "
<..
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on your state-to-state calls.
Call between Spm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AThT. Because
with AThTs 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your hearts desire without
exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone~

I had heard enough from Ebencezer
Scrooge to file my world scoop. I chankcd ~
him, but declined his Rambo doll offer (! \¥"1¥
already had one) and began making my way.~
out the door.
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to Sam, Sunday through FridaY;
and you'll save 60% off A'I&T's Day Rate

·~_.

'"' 1985 AT&T Communications

The right choice.
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SITTING
IS BELIEVING
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Give the Gift

of Music!
Classic Guitar .Package $79.50
Acoustic Guitar Package $89 ..50
Delu~e Electric
Guitar & Amp
Package

$239.50

Come Try the
Best Sel~.:;tlon in

AlternatiVe Sitting

v, block from UNM

Guitar
Stands

CALL FOR

AN APPOINTM~NT TODAY

$12.95

266-8000

Isabella Rosse/ini and Mikhail Baryslmikov in one of the season's new releases, White Nights.

Winter Brings Glut of Films
By Craig W. Chrissinger
Christmas. A time of joy. A time
ofgiving. A time for a glut of
movies.
Between Dec. II and Jan. 17, the
major motion picture studios plan to
release 12 films. Six Christmas·
sc:tson movies already arc in release.
However, most studio publicists
say that after this year's slow summer, the box office sales this winter
arc not expected to be as successful
as lhey were last Christmas.
"No one has a Be1•erly Hills Cop
this year," says Robin Byrne, local
Paramount representative.
Marianne Michell, a rcpresenta·
tivc for Universal, agrees. "This is a
slow season for us."
On the other hand, .local theater
managers say that none of this year's
films will bomb as badly as 1984's
Cotton Club or Jolmny Dallgerously.
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Based on phone conversations
with studio publicists, the upcoming
holiday movies arc:
* Black Mo011 Risitlg stars Tommy Lee Jones as Quint, a shrewd
professional thief hired by the government to recover a computer disk
front a stolen souped-up car. Linda
Hamilton and Bubba Smith also star.
* Blue City, based on a Ross
Mcdonald novel, retcams Judd Nelson and Ally Sheedy. When Billy
Turner returns home to seek a reconciliation with his father, he discovers
his father has been murdered and that
his home town is now ripe with corruption. Director Michelle Manning
says the movie is about "the shattering of illusions."
* A Chorus Line brings Broadway's longest-running musical to the
big screen, Michael Douglas stars as
Zach, the director/choreographer of
a musical for which 17 hopeful dancers are auditioning.
* Clue, based on lhe popular board
game, has six dinner guests in a de·
solate mansion using a handful of
clues to track down a killer in their
midst. There are three different solu·
lions to the crime in release. The cast
includes Christopher Lloyd, Madeline Kahn, Martin Mull and Lesley
Ann Warren.
.* The Color Purple brings Alice
Walker's Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel to the movie theaters under the
direction of Steven Spielberg. Who•
opi Goldberg stars as a put-upon
Southern wife fighting her way to
happiness against a discriminating
society.
* EnetnyMine, based on the Barry
Longyear novella, focuses- on two
enemy epace pilots who crash·land
on a hostile planet' arid who must join
forces to survive. Directed by Wolf-

.gang Petersen, it slars Dennis Quaid
and Louis Gosset Jr.
I ron Eagle stars J asqn Gcdrick
as a young man who must fly a rescue mission into the Middle East to
save "his father's life and his country's honor." Lou Gosset Jr. joins
him as a jet pilot forced out of earJy
retirement to lead the mission.
Jewel of tile Nile rcteams Kathleen Turner, Michael Douglas and
Danny DeVito in the sequel to
Romancing rhe Stone .• Things are
looking rocky for the romantic couple six months after their adventures
in Columbia until they encounter the
mystery of the Jewel. Pint·sized
arch-enemy Ralph still is dogging
their trail.
* The Long Slto/ stars Tim Conway, Ted Wass, Jonathon Winters
and Harvey Kennan as four friends
who risk everything on a good time
at the horse races.
One Hundred and One Dalrna·
tio11s is Walt Disney's offering to the
family audience. The 1961 animated
fantasy focuses on the adventures of
a family of dogs running from a villainous woman.
* Out ofAfrica is based on Danish
writer Isak Dincscn 's life in Kenya
in the early 1900s. While there, "the
1980s woman" became involved
with the people and tried toeducate
them. Robert Redford and Meryl
Sircep star.
* Re1•olr1tio11 looks at the War of
Independence from a British film·
maker's viewpoint. Hugh Hudson
directs AI Paeino, Nastassja Kinski,
Donald Sutherland and Eurythmics'
Annie Lennox in a "sweeping production" covering the full seven
years of America's fight for
freedom.
Christmas films already playing in
the Albuquerque area include:
One .Magic Christmas is about a
family going through hard times. On
Christmas Eve, they are visited by an
angel (Harry Dean Stanton) sent to
convince Mary Steenburgcn and
family that Yuletide beliefs arc reaL
* lnRocky/V, it's American boxer
Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone)
versus Russian champ Ivan Drago
(Dolph Lundgren).
Santa Clous tells the. story of the
jolly elf (David Huddleston), and features Dudley Moore as the elf Patch
and John Lithgow as B.z., a manufacturer of defective toys.
Spies Like Us is director John
Landis' comic send-up of the world
of international espionage. Dan
Aykroyd and Chevy Chase star as an
unlikely team of American spies.
White Nights stars Mikhail
Baryshnikov as a Russian ballet dan•
ccr who defects to the West. When
his passenger plane is forced to land
in Siberia lO years later, the Soviets

*

*

want him to stay. Gregory Hines
plays an ex-patriate American
dancer.
* You11g Sherlock Holmes examines what might have happened if
Holmes (Nicholas Rowe) and his
partner, Watson (Alan Cox), had
met as youths and had worked to
solve a mysterious murder.

MOUNTAIN
VIDEO SHOW
Free to the public
Dec. 18, Wednesday1 7:00 pm
Buffalo Traders
3409 Central NE - 266-2876

*

FIRST ASCENT - Two women climb
the ''Naked Edge'' in El Dorado
Canyon in Colorado. Exciting
rock climbing!
FALL-LINE- Extreme skiing in
'EFiGTeton mountains.
Plus other mountaineering videos.
and free refreshments.
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Mary Returns to Television
By Fred Rothrnbcr~
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (APJ ·- "Who can
turn the Wlll'ld on wilh a smile'? Who
can take a nothing day and suddenly
make it all seem worthwhile?"
From J970 to 1977. the answer to
those theme song questions was
Mary Tyler Moore. and CBS is hoping to cat1'h her magk aJJ over ~1gain
with her new comedy. Mary. If that
huppcns. the second-place network
J'cch it might overtake NBC in the
prime-time ratings race.
Marv, and its follow-up sitcom,
Fo{(v'J Square, debut tonight hetween X and 9 p.m. EST, u. time
period that has been a black hole on
CBS for years.
It's a mixed blessing that the new
Marv beurs such a marked resemblance to her popular Emmy-winning
series.
Mal)' is a sharply written comedy

with a capable ensemble of actors..
Miss Moore's Mary Brenner is more

confident, more chic, less naive and
less smanny than Mary Richards.
Ag<tin, Mury is the dependable hub
around which the bent spokes of the
world revolve.
The main reservation is that the
new show played it too safe. Instead
of a TV news producer. Miss Moore
is a consumer-help columnist. She's
still single, divorced instead of unmarried. and there arc no kids in
sight. The locales are a newsroom
fiJJcd with loonies and a bachelor
apartment with a neurotic, female
friend next door.
Tonight. Mary Brenner, a fashion
cuitor, learns her Chicago-based
maguzine has folded. She doesn't
want to leave Chicago. Proper Mary
accepts a job as a "Helpline" columnist for a screaming tabloid.
Mary has a lot going for it, but it
must not play on old loyalties too
long if the Mury from ihe 1970s is
going ''to make it after all" in. !98586.
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Entertainment Year In Review

Madrigal Feasts Profit UNM
By Kate Babchuk
When New Mexico Union
Director Cliff Holt ~sked the College of Fine A1ts for a cut of the
profits from the annual Madrigal
Yuletide Feast. he had good

reason.
Evew year. the department
sells out the Elizabethan-style
holiday festival- now in its
sixth season - and UNM is
realizing a fair profit.
The event brings in more than
$30,000 each December, most of
which goes to pay for food and
catering expenses. The art and
theater departments keep what's
left.
A company called Master Corral catered the first five Madrigal
dinners. But this year UNM's
Student Union will serve the
feast, and the money will stay
within the University.
''From here on, it's all ours,"
Madrigal director Jan Fichuk said
of the 1985 feast. "It's finally a
total University project."
Fichuk is the graduate assistant
responsible for Madrigal entertainment. Known as the "MadGrad" to Madrigal dinner staffers, ·Fichuk acts as stage manager during performances and.
coordinates the various phases of
the program.
The lavish yuletide celebration, a feasting tradition from
15th and 16th century England,
attracts people from all over the
city. Flchuk said guests are not
just audience members, but they
are participants as well.
"The minute you walk in the
door, you step back in time," she
said.
Ticketholders for the $25-aplate Madrigal feast arc treated to
an extravagant six-course meal,
featuring period punches, soups
and salads, "Roaste Prim Rib of
Boef Au Jus," "Pease wyth Pinon
Nuttes," and much more.
The ceremony, held in the union's Grand Ballroom, begins
with the traditional Wassail

Bowie toast and a presentation of
the boar's head to the Queens
court.
Performed throughout the
evening are 16th century skits,
dances, juggling acts and sword
fights. Music ensembles play
krurnhorns, recorders and other
classic 16th century instruments,
while UNM's Tudor Singers
roam the Ballroom entertaining
the Queen's guests.
"The whole event is really very
elegant and very beautiful,"
Fichuk said. The dining area is
decorated with elegant banners.
and at the end of the evening the
300 or more guests join in a
"gorgeous. throat-catching"
candlelighting ceremony, she
said.
This year's Madrigal Feast
staff is made up of 54 people from
the College of Fine Arts, plus the
entire union catering staff,
Fichuk said.
"It's been good to get so many
people involved," she said. "The
performers really arc behaving
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Menudo Helps Victims
NEW YORK(APJ-Currentand
former members of the singing
group Menudo donated clothing,
memorabilia and even locks of their
hair to an auction that raised $1,700
for Puerto Rican and Colombian disaster victims.
Menudo fans had a choice of Tshirts, slacks, a jacket. pair of
boots and other items at a five-hour
auction at a Manhattan community
center Sunday, Brunilda Arellano
said. She and her husband own a
shop that sells the group's
videotapes, albums and mementos.

Locks of h~Jir. obtained when the
current Menudo members got haircuts, also were auctioned, she said,
but she didn't know how much they
brought in.
Proceeds from the auction and
contributions by the group's fan
clubs will be sent to the victims of an
Oct. 17 landslide in Ponce, Puerto
Rico, that killed 150 and the Nov. 13
volcanic eruption in Colombia that
killed over 20,000.
Mcnudo is a Puerto Rican rock
group of five teen-age boys, each of
whom must quit when he turns 16.

Like most every year in recent
memory, it was the best of times an!l
it was the worst of times. The notion
that it is the best of times is now most
accurately attested to by the fact that
we'restill here to talk about it. Oops,
sorry. This is supposed to be a lighthearted piece; let's get down to the
serious light-heartedness.
There were some truly great records released in 1985 and here arc
some of them:
Pete Townshend's White Cit\', because it lets us know thaUhe thi"nking
man's rocker is still on the job and
that he can still lay it down with tlfe
best; he came close. but l1e didn't
die, and 20 years after "My Generation" he still isn't old.

Kate Bush's The Hounds of Love,
because it finally brake her into
American radio with "If I Only
Could, I'd Be Running Up That
Hlll," and because it's a far)tastically
sensitive and complex work of art,
emotionally and musically. But then
again, all of Kate's albums are like
that.
Alex Chilton's Feudalist Tarts,
because it's short and sweet, rocks
with that low-down New Orleans
FONK, and heralds the return of the
godfather of American t1nderground
pop.
Squeeze's Cosi Fan Tutti Fnmi,
because it is the product of a talent
that keeps maturing and changing
without losing its uniqueness.
The Clash's Cut T!Je Crap. because it's a piece of crap and serves
to assure us that we can now coJllplctely ignore Joe Strummer without
having to think twice, cuz it's
alright.
Sieve Van Zandt and Co.'s Sun
Cif)•, because it ct!ls the crap in the
na~1e of a righteous cause. and hecause it serves notice to Queen, Linda Rondstndt and the other sell-outs
!hat the line has been drawn.
Black Flag's The Process of
Weedillg Out, just because.
Also, lend 1111 ear to Tom Waits'
Rain Dogs (Capt. Bectbcart and
Kurt Weill hangout at the Last Ditch
Attempt Saloon), and David Byrne's
Music for the Knee Plays (Byrne
drops the "funky white boy cross and
gets philosophical with the brass section).
So, there it is. But as I sit here
writing I must admit to a sense of
disillusionment about 1985: I have
just finished eating 11 McD.L.T. and
both sides were the same temperature! "America, where goest thou in
thy shiny black crir in the night'!"
--By David J. Clemmer
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Television pioneer Sid Caesar will perform at Popejoy Hall
on Jan. 12 at 8:15p.m. nsid Caesar and Company" will
present the comic's old and new sketches. His show re·
places Rich Little, who has cancelled his Jan. 19 show.
Tickets for Caesar are available at the Popejoy Hall Box
Office. Students may purchase half-price tickets for $7.50 to
$12.50.

don't really hate Rt~ssians" apology,
but ft is ineptly made and doesn't add
a single thing to the first three
movies in the series.
On the musical front, there were a
number of fine albums released.
Although it was released last year,
Bruce Springsteen's Born in the
U.S.A. domi.nated the airwaves.
Pete Townshend's White City
proved that the head Who could Slill
produce. The Talking Heads' Little
Creatures showed that David Byrne
and Co. can come up with fun pop
songs as well as avante-garde musings. The Replacements served
notice with Tim that they arc a band
to be paid attention to in the '80s,
while R.E.M. cemented a growing
reputation with their most successful
album to date, Fables of r/u: Reconstruction.
Far be it from me to list the worst
albums, but the worst popular ~ongs
seem like fair game. "We Are the
World" was well-meaning but
vapid. ''We Built This City" by
Starship shows just how far Grace
Slick as fallen since Jefferson Airplane days. "California Girls" by
David Lee Roth will go down in history as one of the worst possible
cover-versions.
-.-.By Kelly Richmond
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tronic battery-operated alarm

Show of Shows

a

YOU DON'T NEED A GUARD DOG
IF YOU'VE GOT A FLY.
'- • The Fly Is a small portable elec-

like they're in Queen Elizabeth's
court, and they have fun doing it.
At the same time they're earning
money for their departments."
More than $6,000- about $5
from each ticket sold - will go
toward scholarships in ihe music
and theater departments, Fichuk
said. "The event also is an important educational tool for students," she said.
Several classes have been
added to the fine arts department
curriculum since the first Madrigal Feast six years ago, Fichuk
said. Courses in early ensemble
music, renaissance dancing and
historical style acting arc being
taught to students interested in
performing in the Yuletide
program.
All four of this year's feasts
have been sold out since late in
November. Fichuk said last
weekend's celebrations were a
big success.
"The staff is looking forward to
two more wonderful nights," she
said.

As 1985 nears completion, it's
time for the Daily Lobo Arts section
/IJ present you wirh a traditional
newspaper article - tile end of the
yearrotmd-up.
Therefore, the arts editor and the
emertainment reporter- the Daily
Lobo's version of Siskel and
Eber.t - have come up with a varie/y of opinionated lists thm ref/eel the
best and the worst of the year thar
was.
Not surprisingly, there were a lot
more lousy films than there were
great ones this year. At the top of the
heap was Prizzi' s HoMr- John Huston, one of the all-time great directors, returns with a stunning black
comedy. Simultaneously hilarious
and horrifying, it's a stunner that's
impossible to forget. Jack Nicholson, Kathleen Turner and Anjelica
Huston all turn in Academy Award
caliber performances.
Witness, by Australian filmmaker Peter Weir, wns the year's
next-best film. Though not as good
as Weir's last film, the brilliant Year
of Living Dangerous{)', it is still very
good indeed. A simple and predictable plot is saved by a visual style
that is nothing less !han lyrical
magic. The best performance of Harrison Ford's. career is an added
attraction.
Other noteworthy films include:
Stop Making Sense. perhaps the best
concert movie ever made; Bload
Simple, a fascinating black comedy
made by unknowns with little money; Purple Rose of Cairo, another
great one from Woody Allen; and
Lost ht America, a hilarious social
commentary from Albert Brooks.
The year's two worst films were
made by the same man, a truly dubious distinction. Sylvester Stallone's Rambo: First Blood Parr 11
and Rocky IV were easily the year's
most ludicrous and embarrassing
efforts. The fonner is a cruel and
humorless "tribute" to Vietnam vets
that has nothing of any real worth to
say about that war. The latter is his "I

"ARTS in
the SCHOOL"
a
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Protects backpacks, briefcases,
purses and luggage when
travelling
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Can be used as a burglar alarm
on door~ windows, and drawers .r ....,
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Special Introductory
Price $40.00
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Time's - Short
Term Medical
plans provide las! row cost ''interim"
coverage. If you're in between jobs,
recently graduated or discharged from
sel'\iice.
The policy cah be issued on the
spot. That quick? Of course, !here's no
coverage for pre-existln!J conditions.
Interested? Call us for full details.
SHORT TERM MEDICAL
P.O. BOX 8888

The folks at The UNM Bookstore wish you HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Albuquerque, NM 87198
294·8044 or 294-4'184
1(;\. TIME INSURANCe COMPANY

LES HOUSTON
Thursday Dec. 12th
in Rodey Theatre
Sponsored by Theatre Arts Dept.
For Info Call 277-4332
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Final

Opens Friday, December 13th
At A Theatre Near You.

Dec. 19th I

NIGHTLY: 7:15 & 9:00
SAT/SUN MATS: 3:30 &
DoN JlliA.III"eUO'H
o!'t08C£NlRAL
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Unhenlly Ali Mustum (Fine Arls C~nter, UNM,
277·4001) P~ptqgr~phy by Anne Noggle, Low~r
Oallery. Works by Carl Pqak, thropgh Dec.J.S,
R~~rH Ceramic Sr;'-'lplure, In th~ Upper Gallery
through Jan, 12. wreri Callforni& Colorls~s 1 11 works
by Jo;arJ Benjamin, Guy John Cavalli, Daniel Crtron
Mu~eurn. or New Me;~~ leo pr~sem.~ "Photographs from
and 1 others, Jan. ll through Feb. 2). Qal_leries
ihQ Collecrlons," !hro\.lgh Jnn. 5, "Writers of !he closed on Pee. 24 and 2,,
South we~! t port rails by Cymflln FruP.h, aL the: J(IMo C11llecy along whh the SlstetCitlc5 FoundBtion
Pnla~;c of tM Qov~.mors. "The T~nt of Meeting,"
present.~ th~ Sister Cities Exhbitlon, with an o~nirlg
through )an. J9, nl the Mu~c:um of Fine Arts. For reception on Dec. '13, 4j)0-6;30 qt tht;" KiMo, :'!th ar~~
info. on ~xhlbitions and evcms ~all 827·6460.
Central NW. Poor;t and live eruertalnment from
Whtelrltht Mll.!itum a( the American Jndhm (704 Albuquerque's 4 sister cltles: !iualle11, Taiwan;
Oi•nino Lcj~, Sullla Fe) prc~ents "Tr~tnsfntlns Chihuahun, Mexh:o: Helmstc:dt, W. Cict:rmany: and
1'radltion: Basketry Arts of .the san Juan Pault~, •• Sasebo, Ja),an. Exhll::;iti1;m ~onlinues through Jan, 2&.
through Feb. 28. Alhni 5sion is free. Cnll982-4636 for ){ron·R«Ii GMiltfr ($24 Ce11tral SW) present~ new
·nfo
works. by Jeaneue Boy"stun, through Dec. 20,
~:::;hi I!· lnslllute (l08 Cornell SP.l-Lilhograp_hy Gallery ~ours aJe Tuc;s.-Fri, 11·5, and Sat., J-4, an,d
Hvem, Jl!n. JO., J-4:30 p.m. CondUI;ted tmu- of the by appointment. CJ~ll242-6$50 for more Info,
Institute with a talk aboul fts hislory and current ,. Bow Wow Record~ 11nd Flnf Art (103 Amherst SE)
programs and n screening ~;~f the film ~<Four Slones
present~ wo~ks by Tore: constru.ctions and. fr~co,
for Knnemilsu anti u printing demonstration. Free
Hours are Mon.~Th~rs" 11·7; Fn.wSat., 11·9_; S1Jn,,
Qml (1(1en to the public.
12·5. Call 256·9028 for more info.

·clip 'n save'

LOBO READER;>S
SPECIAL
Save $8.00 and More
15%
15%
10%
10%

OFF ANY Wool or Polypro Hats
OFF ANY Wool Socks
OFF ANY Sunglasses
OFF ANY Skiwaxes

Ask about our STUDEN1'S RA1'ES on
X-Countrr; Ski Rentals
Offer Expires 12-16

3407 Central NE,
Just West Of Carlisle

Elvin Hayes'
Son Labors
In Obscurity
.Aibuquerquf! Unl'ed Ar:t18t!l (82J Mountain Rd.NW)
Hourlll Wed,-Sat.~ 11-4: Sun,. I ;4, For more info.
call 243-0531.
Meridian Gall. (821 Mount~in Rd. NW) pres_ents
Cal_l 24)-0,531 for more iqfp.
ASA Galltl')' (SUB, South .Basement) presents
••ceramics Sculpture,''- a grad st1Jderit invltationaljuried exhibflion, throu~h Dec. 1)_, Gallery hours:
Tues.-Fri., I 1-J. For more Info. call 277~2667.
Mnwtll Mu_Rum ot Anlhropo1ou presems '".Folk
Art at the Maxwell," Jl series of JZ public performances by exceptim1al folk arlists, First is "Sally
Black: NavaJo Ba~kets;" 1-4 p.m., .Dec. 14 at the
Maxwell, Free ~nd open Ia ttJe public.
TeachlnK Glilllltcy presents Jo-Anne Hage, MA •. and
Ian North, MA., through Dec, lB. Located on th~;
second floor of the UNM Art Bldg. For more ·info.
call :277-.5861.
Center for Contemporary Arh of SMnflill Fe pwserJts
iln installation pl~ce entitled '"The MesS"en,ger, 01 by
E:ve Laramee, and a _sculpture and drawlng in·
stallation by Erika Wanenmaeher, Continues through
Dec. 27. Call982-'J33B for mar~ lnfo,
AR:T·MEDIA project, schedul~d (I;Jr Jan. atld Feb. of
1986 in the Albq ..,.Sama Fe·area. Local and national
artists will use mass media fofms (billboards. video,
mdlo, print) as vehicles for their work and Ideas.
Also: performance series, video exhibltion, and
11 Artls!s Wofking with the Media Politically,'' For
more inro. contac:t Eve at 243~2246 or Ann at 2429834, or Write to ART·MEDIA, P.O. Box 4037t
Albq., N.M., 87196.

265-5170
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Popejoy Hall, Dec. J3•t4, ~;U p.m. Neal Stulbcrg,
conductor, AnSel Romero, aultar, Works by Purcell,
Sch.lfrin and Debussy will be perform~. Tickets are
S10,.14,16, lB. Call NMSO at 842·8,65 for more Info.
UNM Symphonic Wind Enstmblt will perform at
Popejoy Hall on Dec. IJ. 8:1$ p.m. Works by

I

I

I

The Staff
of the
NM Daily Lobo
wishes you

sizes. S thru XXL
Reg. $175- $185;
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Avoid the rush this season buy your Purgatory lift
tickets from us!
Save money and time

-Persi~hctti,

Sousa, Oinastera -and Masaharu Ulft.wa
will be performed. Free and open to-the pu.blic.
PMtrfek Lysagh- will perform wor~s fr9m l_tis Rlbum
For llle Biids whh taped b~:~ck-up ·and Marcia
Mikulak on water gong and percussion, at Bow Wow
Record! -Ofl Sat., l)ec. 14,.8:00 p.m. A~mlsslon is $3,
a1 th~ door. Call256-0928 for more Jnfo.
Temptations and ·Four Tnp1 at.tQeCivic Auditorium,
Dc:c. 12. Shows ~t 7:30 and 9:30. 11ckets available a1
all Giant Ticket outlets,
Tht' Past at the KiMo Theatre, 8 p.m., Dec. 28. With
poeuy-perform<~once by Mark- Funk and visuals and
multi·imase!! by Dan Wilcox. Tickets are SS in advance,_ $5,50. af the door, availab)e at _Budget Tapes
and Records (2222 Central SE), A (3500 Central SE),
and Bow Wow {103 Amherst SE). Presented by N~w
Music New Mexico.
Christmas Jn Espana ·v-eJa and Olde Enai'Mnd~A
concert of medieval and Renaissance Chrlstmll5 music
from Spain ~nd England will be presented by Muslc:a
Antlg\la de Albuquerque on Dec. 17, 8:J5 .p.m. at St.
Thomas· of Canterbury Episcopal Church, 42!1
University NE. Admission is $4, general admission,
aad $2 for !itUdents andsenlorcitize1Js,
AlbUIJUtrque Clvlc Chorus will perform Its Christmas
concert on Dec. 15, 7:30p.m., at St. Joh.n'!i Episcopal
Cathedral at 4ah and Sliver, Free flnd open to the
public,

--------..,

Don Pancho's (lJ08 Central SE, 247•4414] Prtlt'nts
''StopMakln&Stnse.. fhrouah Dec. 19
Ttoe Guild (3405 Central ~E, 25,·30!10) presents
HDim Sum,•• Dec. 6-12, "Henry IV," Dec.U.
Alb~quel"que lntern•tlonal Folk Dancr_" wii_l be
meeting In Cnrilsle Gym every Saturday evening,
Teaching; 7-8 p.m. Request da.nclnsi 8-10 p,m,
S~;~sque del _Apathe Wildlife Fldd TriP• wili be
presented by the New Me.dco Museum of Natural
Hhtory. on Saturdays, Dec. 7 and Dec. 14. for more
Into. call the NMMNH or write P.O. Box 7010,
AlbQ,, N.M., 87194.
IJNM .Madrfgall'ulellde Feaste will be held on Dec.
13 and 14,6:30 p.m., lnlheSUB BallrOI:Iffi, featuring
a 6 c.;~urse meal, soug and dance, Advance tickets are
$25 per person. Call277·7884 formoretnro,
Sally Bl•ck, a Navajo from Mexican Hat, Utah, will
demonstane the aN of basket weaving at the Maxwell
Museum of Antropology, Dec. 14, J-4 p.m.
Admission is rree.
Renahunce Arts FMire will be held at the La Posada
de Albuquerque Hotel, Dec. 22, 10 a,m,-5 p,.m,
Crafts. mu.,fe, dancing and healing artists.
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New Mexico Symphony Orchuln will perform at

Jackets!

with this coupon

1

Pl!.nlalm•gorla hnprovlsaUoul Tb~11tre perforrns
evenings, De~:. 14 and 21, at EJls Coffc_e
House (Silver and Yale SE) Show at 10:30 p.m.
Tickets a~ $1, S2,SO for students~ ihe PlT will
perform Jn a benefi~. for A.S.T,A In the ••x•' Theaue,
Dec, 14, 8 p.m. Tickets for the benefit are S' and
$2,50, Call243·838l for more Info.
f'rld1y Nigh I Meloc:lnm• at the Mine Shaft Tavern in
Madrid, N.M .. on hi$hway Nonh 14. Theatre only:
Saturd~y

$6.5(). Theatre and dinner: $1~,95. Transportation,
dinner and -theatre: S2S, Egad, What a Cad! an~
For HJs Brat her •S Crim! s1art off the season.
Children Under 9· a(e half price, For more info, and
reservation~ cail413-0743,
'tht Boys In lht Band Ml the Vnrtu (BueoM .YUia,
s_ouih or Central), weekends, throuah l)ec, ll. On
Dec. J2 and 19 there ~Ill be performanculo. benerit
Common Bond. sUnday shows are at -6 p.m., all
o_the" Ml 8 p.m. Rnervatlon! m~~oy be o_blalned by
calllng247-8600,
Audlilo~:ts: for the Vonex Tneatre's produ~tion of My
Sister In llfls ffouse, Sat. and Sun., Dec. J4 and IS,
2 p.m. at the' Vortex. 3 women in their 20'$ ami one
woman in her 40'~ are needed,
Master Horpld ... tmd tht Boys, at the NM
Repertory The<ltre'li venue at 217 Johnson S!. in
Santa Fe. Shows are Tijesdays through Sa~urdays .at B
p.m. with .Sat, and Sun. mr:Hinees at2 p.m., _Jan, 3·
12. Previews on Jan. l and 2, 8 p.m. he Albq. ~how5
will run on Wednesdays through Sundays, 8 p,m.,
with Sat. and Sun. matinees at 2 p.m., Jan. 17-26.
Previews on Jan, 15 and 16,8 p.m. Call984-2226 for
tickets and Info.
We SDy II With Feeling, an original play by and for
children, at the Nuestro·Teatro; 321l Central NE, on
l)ec, 14 1. at 10:3(1 a.m., IJ. noon and 1:30 p;m.
Presenled by La ·Campania and Longfellow Story
Theatre, Call La Compania at 256-'1164 fi;Jr rnore
lnfo.
Audlllou for La Companla de Teatro's for DDn
Per/lnplin and EI.Santero-y Sr1 Statue Yl'viente.
Bilingual_ actors of various ages and .types are _needed.
Audilions wil( be held on Sat., Dec. 21 at Nuestro
Teatro, 3211 Cemral NE. Call 2!16-7164 for- more
info,
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LAST fALL ISSUE
will be published

Monday, Dec:. 16
Display Ad Deadline 5 pm, Dec. 12
First spring issue ls Mon, jan. 13
Daily publitation resumes Mon, jan. 20
(first day of classes)

east end coronado center - 883-6048
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NEW OWNER'S CHRISTMAS SALE
5% to 50% OFF
ALL IN-STOCK MERCHANDISE
Skis • Clothing • Boots • Socks
• Tents e Sleeping Bags • Snowshoes
• Backpacks • Climbing Gear
Christmas
·Hours
M-F9am•9pm
SAT 9am·6pm
SUN 10am-4pm
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-' '' \ ., Sandia <· " 1""'~
Mountain Outfitters

Levi's
SHRINK TO FIT

501 Blues

1699
Wrangler
JEANS

1699

By Alan Rol)inson
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Life in
basketball's fast lane hasn't been
easy for Elvin Hayes Jr., who inherited the name but neither the height
nor the ability of the third-leading
scorer in National Basketball Association history.
His father was one of the sport's
all-time greats at the University of
Houston and in 16 NBA seasons.
Elvin Jr. labors in obscurity as a little-used, walk-on freshman guard at
tiny St. Francis College, which has
fallen on hard basketball times of
late.
The elder Hayes battled Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar and mighty UCLA in
one of basketball's most titanic
struggles in 1968, His son battles for
playing time on a young team that is
1-4 against the likes of Kent State
and Loyola, Md.
What father and son share is a love
for the game and a competitiveness
that St, Francis Coach Kevin Porter
says has driven Elvin Jr . .to continue
a career that will never reach the star
status achieved by his dad.
'"I tell everyone, "I inherited the
name, I didn't inherit the genes,' "
said Elvin Jr., 18.
"My dad was a great pla.yer, but he
more or less had to play in order to go
to co~ege. Because of his success,
he gave my family a good life and I
don't have to pla_y ... but I do because I enjoy the game. I have nothing to prove to anyone. I just play
for myself, for the sheer enjoyment.''
Elvin Jr. landed at St. Francis,
located 60 miles cast of Pittsburgh in
quaint Loretto, Pa,, because of his
desire to play Division I basketball
and his friendship with Porter. The
two met when Porter and the elder
Hayes were teammates with the
NBA's Washington Bullets. Elvin
Jr. was one of the team's ballboys.
Porter, a St. Francis graduate, is
the godfather to the younger Hayes'
son, Ethan.
"But I don't think I'm here just
because of my father," Elvin Jr.
said. "I felt this was a good place for
me to learn, to develop a good personal relationship with my. coach,
which I wanted. I wanted to go
where I could play and have no
pressure and to get individual attention in the classroom."
Although he. is six inches shorter
than his father, 6-foot-3 Elvin Jr.
saw his own career takeoff two years
ago. He averaged 10 points and six
rebounds a game as Houston Memorial High School reached the Texas
state finals, and college recruiters
began to take interest.
"We didn't think we had a chance
for him, that he'd want to come this
far cast," Porter said.
But a summertime playground
accident resulted in a pinched sciatic
nerve and torn back muscles, and
Elvin Jr.'s senior season was a virtual wipeout.
Hayes, a 'B' student who wants to
become a broadcaster, must cope
with unrealistic expectations front
fans familiarw.ith his famous father.

News Briefs In The World Of Sports
By The Associated fress

Lobo Women
The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team is the
only Lobo athletic program in
town this weekend, as the club
hosts Southern Illinois at University Arena on Saturday, .
The Lobos will be seeking their
first victory when they entertain
SIU in a 7:30 contest. Emerging
slowly out of the gates, the 0-4
Lobos showed some promising
signs in their 73-61 defeat to
15th-ranked Oklahoma on
Monday.

BASEBALL
CLEAR LAKE, Wis. (AP) Memorial services are scheduled
Wednesday for Burleigh Grimes, a
member of Baseball's Hall of Fame
and last of the great spitball pitchers
whose major league career covered
19 years.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

COLLEGE STATION, Texas
(AP) - A Dil.llas Times Herald investigative series on alleged football
recruiting violations at Texas A&M
contained "numerous errors" and
sources used by the newspaper had
"axes to grind," university officials
said.
The ofliclals and their "legal repThe right-handed Grimes, holder resentatives" are documenting the
of a 270-212 career record, died of purported errors and Coach Jackie
cancer Friday in this northwestern Sherrill planned what was called
Wisconsin community near where "one all-encompassing media rehe was born 92 years ~go. He played sponse" to the Times Herald articles
in four World Series and was elected on Tuesday at a news conference,
to the Hall of Fame ln 1964.
the university said in a statement.

GOLF
NEW YORK (AP) - Lanny
Wadkins, who had the best season of
his 15-year career on the PGA Tour,
won the Seagrams Sports Award
1985 Golfer of the Year, ending
Tom Watson's three-year reign.
The award is based on a computer
analysis of performance. Wadkins,
who won three tournaments,
finished with 78.84 computer points
to Corey Pavin's 77 .93.
Ray Floyd was third at 74.96 followed by PGA money leader Curtis
Strange at 71.75 and Craig Stadler,
71.7!. Watson was 16th at66.58.

"You can't fold under the pressure

or the expectations," Elvin Jr. said.
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"Most people expect so much out of
you, to turn games around by yourself. But even if your dad is in the
crowd, he's not going to help you
stick in that jumper or that free
throw."

The great beers of the world go by one name: Uiwenbrau. Brewed in Munich,
in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.

© 1985 Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee, Wf.

continued on page 23
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Tennessee Nips Illinois
TENNESSEE fAP> - After the
worst IQss of his coaching curccr,
Tcnncs~ec Couch Don DeVoe was
just itching f<lr some vengeance. He
got a taste of it, thanks greatly to
Fred Jenkins.
Jenkins scored 21 points lll)d made
three key steals as the Volunteers
nipped No. 10 Illinois 54-51 Tuesday night. Just lust week, DeVoe's
club was embarrassed by another
Big Ten team in a 35-point loss to
No. 2 Michignn.
But Tennessee had an edge
ngainst the Illini, who were playing
their first road game of the season.
"They arc like any team in the
country in that their first road game
is :tlways tough. We can attest to
this," 'aid DeVoe, whose Vols held
lllinois scoreless for 5:12 of the
second half. Tennessee trailed by as
many as 10 points in the first half.
Rob Jones scored II of his 15
points in the second half as Tcrincssc~ worked effectively in the middle
and inside.
"We got the ball inside to Rob
Jones and set the tone for the entire
second half," DeVoe said.
Lou Henson, coach of the 5·2 llli·
ni, knew his club lost a r.hancc to pull
it out.
"We just didn't get the job done,''
He noon said, "There at the end we
were down one und we missed two
layups. l thought, our guards did a
good job. but up front we played a
poor game defensively,"
Elsewhere among ranked teams, it
was No. 15 Louisville 88. Iona 75:
No, 16 Alabama-Birmingham 62.
Au bum 56; Indiana, rated 18th, over
Km1sas State 78-71, and No. I 9 De·
Paul 70. Westcm Michigan 59.

Louisville

S8. lona 75

Frcshm~n Pcrvis Ellison led
Louisville with 15 of his 19 points in
the second half, Holding a slim 32.·
30 lead at the half, Louisville uncorked )Is running game and took
advantage ofits superior height early
in the second half.
"We didn't put a .Jot into in the first
half," said Crum. "We started bust·
ling and doing what I wanted us to in
the second half.
"We put a lot more pressure on
them in the second half and scored
five or six times in a row off the
press," Crum said. "We took advantage of their size aqd got the baH
inside (()o. Once he (Ellison) gets the
ball in thct· iw'~ tough t<' Wlp."

Alabama·HII n•ingh.un t>~. \ubur•· ~(>
Four UAB players scored in double figures, led by James Ponder
with 14 points, but Auburn Coach
Sonny Smith said it was his Tigers
who blew the game.
"We didn't handle the ball well
late. Because of our poor ball·
handling we didn't get good shots
when we needed them in the last
three minutes," Smith said.
Michael Charles had 12 points,
Steve Mitchell II and Jerome Mincy
10 points and eight rebounds for the
Blazers, 6·1. Auburn, 3-3. was led
by Chuck Person with 17 points.
"Well. it was a typical UAB·
Aubum game, maybe a few more
player mhwps but when there's a lot
on the line, players from both te;~ms
playing so hard, it makes it a sports
spectacular," said UAB Coach Gene
Bartow.

Scarborough Has New Plan
As UNM Faces Georgetown
By JohJ¥1DY Moreno
On Wednesday night, the
Lobos take their 5-0 record to
Kelvin Scarborough's own backyard to play Georgetown, Both
teams have changed since last
year and so has Scarborough, a
native son of Washington, D.C.
"I think I made a mistake last
year," he said, referring to his
play in the Lobos • 69-61 loss to
the then defending nlltional
champion Hoyas at the Pit. "You
know, trying to do something that
I don't ordinarily do, like go in
and try to impress the people back
home because I knew I was on TV
back home."
Trying too hard in that game,
Scar hit only two of eight shots
from the floor and finished with
eight points. He also turned the
ball over six times and made only
one steal. This year, the Lobos'
6-foot- I -inch junior point guard
has a new plan for the Hoyas and
the folks back home.
"This year I'm just gonna go in
and play the type of ball that I've
been playing and not really try to
show, you know, that, OK, I'm
in town, now all of you have to
look at me go away from my
game plan that I've been playing
here (at UNM). I'm just gonna
keep calm and do what I've been
doing - running the breaks and
the offense."

Lobo assistant Coach Scott
Duncan agrees with that assess"
ment. "He'll be a little more excited for this game than any other
on our schedule, I just hope he
can control his excitement." Dun·
can also said that Scarborough
"has improved in all phases of his
game."
Scar also talks more easily to
the press this year, using the same
self-confidence during interviews which he displays on the
court, He doesn •t feel intimidated
or afraid to play Georgetown
back East. In fact, he relishes the
opportunity, and not jus( because
there will be some 200 family
members and friends in the .stands
rooting for him and the Lobos,
"! guess the big thing is that
we're playing against Georgetown; they're ranked fifth in the
country," Scarborough said. "So
just going back, the way we've
been playing and playing a top
competitive team," will be a significant challenge, he explained,
"You know, it's not like playing
against American University
(also .located In Washington,
D.C.) which, really, we can't
really accomplish (anything). I
want to play against somebody
that we'll stand out against."
Some of those 200 onlookers
will include, besides his mother
and eight brothers and sisters,
several people from his high

school and junior high school.
''When I called home, everybody
in the neighborhood said they
were going plus my little sister
goes to my old high school, so she
said a lot of them are coming and
{friends from) other neighborhoods that I used to play ball in.
All ofthem said they're coming."
Among the guys who Scar used
to play ba]l with on his city's
playgrounds include some of the
Hoyas - David Wingate, Reggie Williams and Michael Jackson. Based on some unofficial
scouting reports from various
family members, Scar said the
Lobos have a good chance to win
the game.
"They (some family members)
asked me about the game, you
know, how did we do in our last
game (a !32-95 blowout .of U.S,
International) and I told them and
they told me we should give
Georgetown a good game," Scarborough said.
Scar's analysis of this game is
simple. "Georgetown is not like
they've been in the past where
they had a threat in the middle and
so when you ran on Georgetown
you had to slow up just a little bit
because Pat Ewing was back
there, but now you can attack it,"
he said, with special emphasis on
the word "attack."

t:ontinued on page 23

Scarborough Has New Plan-----~
continued from page 22
"(Hoya center Ralph) Dalton is
pretty good," the Lobos' floor
general continued, "I'm not gonna take anything away from Dalton, but it's not like he's The
Force. So people will try to go in
and try to dunk on him more than
they will on Pat Ewing."
On Georgetown's changes
since Ewing's graduation. Scar
said the Hoy as can't gamble as

much. on defense. "They could
press their man and if a man got
by them, they had Patrick Ewing
back there. This year, if they
make a mistake it's kind of like
maybe somebody can get a
layup." Obviously, Scar thinks
that that somebody might be him,
but he's not taking the Hoyas for
granted, "They .like to press and
they've got some good outside
shooters but they can go inside
too."
Duncan said the Lobos will try

to use the fast break, "We'll take
it to them and let the chips fall
where they fall. We'll have to
shoot the ball, obviously, very
well. aut the one thing we can't
do against Georgetown is tum the
ball over,'' Duncan added.

rug&to.D_. _
\'our Doorstep!

just play good defense. You
know, we shouldn't really try to
change anything becau$e we're
going along real well, so we're
just going in with the same
strategy we've been using,"
The Lobos unblemished record
is their fastest start in I2 years,
since UNM's 1973 club started
the season 12-0. The Hoyas are
an equally impressive 4-0,
The game will be televised live
on Channel 14 at 6 p.m.

Scar .said preparation for this
game is "no different from the last
five games. We will try to take
advantage of every break, every
3-on-2 or 2-on-1 opportumty and

$15 A Year
Daily Lobo, UNM Box 20

Albuquerq\Je, NM 87131

News Briefs
continued from page 21
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) - Center Jeff
Ruland of Washington, who averaged 25.3 points, 12,8rebounds and
6.8 assists as the Bullets won three of
four games, was named the National
Basketball Association Player of the
Week.
Ruland edged Phoenix forward
Larry Nance, who averaged 30.7
points and 13.7 rebounds, and Alvin
Robertson of San Antonio, who
averaged 18.5 points, 6.8 rebounds,
4.8 assists and 4.0 steals.
HOCKEY
WESTPALMBEACH,Fia. (AP)
- The National Hockey League
Advisory Committee has. recommended to the league's Board of

Governors that expansion not be
considered at this time.
The committee made its report to
the govemors at the annual winter
meetings. It will continue to investigate the expansion issue and report
to the Board again within a year.

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)- Retired heavyweight boxer Gerry
Cooney and four ofhis companions
were arrested at a downtown hotel
here after an evening of bar hoping
ended with one member of his group
being knocked out by an off-duty
police officer, officials ;;aid.

BOXING

City, police. and hotel security
officials said Cooney and one of his
companions had intimidated and
argued with other customers at the
bar in the Holiday Inn and they were
asked to leave.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
American Medical Association, in .a
two-fisted attack on amateur boxing,
is considering proposals to condemn
the U.S. Olympic Committee's con·
tinued support of the sport and calling fot elimination of boxing on the
collegiate level.
The resolutions, distributed to the
association's policy-making House
of Delegates on Sunday, will be put
to a vote on Wednesday,
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.99 ·CENTS PAGE, degreed typist, Fast. Northwest.

345·3154.

P.E.C. 'ers WILL BE meeting Thursday, Dec, .12th,
12111
ARTISTS CONCEmONS SOU111WEST needs
staff (voluntary) help with maaazine:saln ~perlence

working on Art Magazine. Apply Marron Hall MWF
1:00-3:00; TTh l:O!J.5:00 orcali271·1S25.
12/16
INTERNATIONAL SlllDENT EXCHANGE. An

$1.35/p.qe, will pick up and deliver, 3-45-7623. 12/16
QUALITY n'PING. SJ ,50/ptp. NE. Mornings 8nd
cVcnlnv before 8 pm, 299·$6-41.
12/16
WORD PROCESSING•.OVER 5 years e~perience.
Highest quality. Diuertadon~. theses,
Familli.r with .APA and UNM aradualc

296-3131.

application deadline of December 20 has ·been set for

"Your Affordable Yarn Store"
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Natural Fiber Yams For Weavln. g.
And Machine Knitting
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. . . . .Looms And Spinning Wheels.
.
All At Discount Prices
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Gltt Certificates Available
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Budweiser®

-Hrssun·Thurs 4pm-1am
Fri-Sat 4pm·2am
Expires 12-2o-as

Albuqum{uf 'i'l M t07 • 505 884 6044

PURPlE
proof grain
alcohol.

---
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II

-

Extra ltelll5 70¢
One Coupon Per Order

Expires 12-20-85

lEUR

* NICiHI

Every Tuesday 8 pm ( $2.00 Cover)
BIG PRIZES! $275.00 in CASH! Every contestant wins a prize!
Business Lunches Daily
11 am•3pm, Mon.-Fri.
All sondwlches served
Ask About Our Doily Special
All Selections $2.95
(includes tax)
Green Chili Stew· $2.00

. Ev<>rclear pos1el{s)lo: a total ot $ - - - -

Addless
Nam•~~~~~
City_

Mail to: "Jiurple Pass .Onate~

500 Tlu.td AYenue Wes1

-Slate

Zip

Happy Hour 3 to 7 pm
7 days a week

691

Seattle, WA ooug

Post~rs slup).Jt!d Witlun 48' hours-_

11now 4to 6 weeks delivery for •r.sJtuta Offero60d 111 U.S
only Ofrc1 volt{ wherP. prolublled by _law No product ~:rtl!'chil..o;a. necessary E:vcrdw b(u'tl(-d
by World Wide b151tlled ProductS Co111pany, St Loms, M'O 63139 Evotclcar. tho Ulbtmtef'l't1XC!f- l\5(.! 111 mod!'tAtJott. hD! lrdended for COI'ISUmjjtiOt'l unlesS tniXed WJ.th nof\·.tltohohctM!veraaes

II

12111
MOSCOW·LENINGRAD, 15116. Summer proaram,
Contact~ Roeder, Pollcltal Science.277·5447,
12116
PERFORMING .ARTISTS: CONCEmONS Soulh·

west's searching for volunteer staff members: Dance,
theatre ans; music etc. Apply rm. 22S Marron Hall I·
5 MWF; l·S TTb, QuesUons? Caii277-7S2S. 12116
BUSINESS GENIUSES WANTED: dynamic penons
needed. Valuable oppottUnldes in sales, mtrketint,
pubUdt)'1 ezc. Votunteer basis only, but 1m1t CX·
perfencc. Apply Conceptions ·Southwest. Marron
HIU, .Room Ill, S.S M·F.
12/16
SPAN. :Ill NEW *Cion I TuTbZ.l:U onlldclfl!dum
It rqislratlon cer~ter. S"IJhUpDOW.
12111
STIJDENT l'MPLO\'EES, STAFF ond. roculty:
Address thanaes ror W-2 1u statemenu should be
made tt the Payroll Depurment, Schr;~ln 2.51 or
phone 277-2353.
12/16
POErSIWIIltEIISI CONCUI'IONB Soulhwesl b

now tcceplfna litentu.re enttla for the SprinJ J916
fque. Up to ' c)'ped Urerary worts may be submlued
to Marron Han, Room UJ, M•F,I•5, DeMltueJan.
1. 1916. Ca1J 271·US6 for more information. 12/J'
GET ruausHmr AIITISTS, Conceptions Soulhwest is now acceptina entries for the Sprint 1986
issue, The deadline for submfssioru Is Jinuary 15.
1986. Call the office or come by for tnore cktails.
Room 225 Mltl'on Hall, phone 2n-1$2S, MWF
bet•etn 1:00 •nd 5:00 orn'h betweenl:OOand 5:00.
12/J6
'CLUB _!!VENn MEETINGf las Notidu is the
place for· you. Only Ui cents per word pu iUue for
UNM departinentS and Oraanlzations.

·--~--~---~-~-~-~---~---------~-------

2294 Wyoming NE (Wyoming 6 Menaul) • 298·1868
OPEN SUNDAYS • Dress Code Enforced

6518.

12116

WoaD PaOCDSING SEIIVJCES. Nil lfdohts,
Call293.oJOI, lam-7 pm,
11116
paQfESStONAL 'IYPING. FAST, accurate and

reliable. R.......,ble "'"· CaiiiCarenl-14.12116
FULL COLOII VJEWGIIAPHS, annpuler araphles
and «chaical word-pr-.slq, Hi~Mst quality. 2S'!I

diseouat to UN'M liudentiiJIAff. 2fi5.!161J.

12116'

PawESSIONAL WOIID PIIOCMIING. Plct•Up
and detfver. 211·1311.
12116
PIIOfESSIONAL TYPIST. NE helalus. 123-1165.

Food/Fun

TAMMY: H.r\VEN 1T SEEN yoU since your-locker
11/25. Call me tonlahl, 211~$002~ Mic:htel.
J:ziJ 1
HAPPY IIII.THDAY DAN from Bran, Scotto Mike.
Skeet. i.nd even Tim. We'tcaltdyou'reourj)ajl.
12111
TO ALL Tllt:Whl<Kids at lhe Daily Dos(ctwlfiod
IIIII is). Oood luck •hh finab. MW.
12116
DELTA SIGMA PI Put your money In aood lwuli~
Vote Ito bert COchran fot ueuurer. Could 1hai he the
laeeotadlltlonat·person ..- NnoerJ.
12111
DUCU'OND DFJIELICIS-IVST allOt< •bhint

you JOOd luck with firills, Ranetnber - Dol'l't party

up In Student Activftiel Otr.c:e and join the fun.ll/16
SEND YOVII. MI'.SSAGE tOr i friend, ·som~ne
ipeclt1. or· your fltnilf. Makt! contact. today f_n t_he
Lobo t_fa.sllncds. Deadline It .1 p.m. the· bu•ln~ day
before lnscriion-.131 Marron Hall.
lfn

Typing/Word Processlns
WORD PROCESSING, EDmNG, Typinl•· Quality
typing- Sl.!IO/paRe,
Resumes~ SlO.OO
wlih

walking distance of UNM at Vanat and SUvet. 266..
~324.
12116
OUTSTANDING QUALITY,
REASONABLE
pricts, Paper, manu~tripl,, word proceS~l"•· Ute~~.

Resumes.·SIIf-OjJj,

l/27
THE ULTIMATE IN WOr'd pi'~ln& sei'Vfce, lil·
cTUdlnr ·.spelling correction,_ tible cr conteritSi

ilossatyt 'IndeX and graph.lcs·, PlckAJp and -deliver at
UNM. SI.2S/paJ<. 281·5734.

Ell PEIIT WOIID UOCFASING. B.S. Eaaliih. 292·

tfn

wilh tossed or potato solod

L:J XL[) "Purplel'a.<sionate"T·shir1(s)

Mo. -state teSidertts a~d 4% sales t<Ut.

Sig&nue

1
1

International Programi and Services, Mesa Vista

2!11, 271-4032,

12/11
GIIILS GO GIIEEI:I Sororiiy lltish Jan. 26-30. Siln

EVERCLEAR T·SHiRT

iiJ\d!or

I

MEXICO, CANADA, GEM1ANYand ENGLAND,
at the Office of

AppliC.~~tion tonns are avaJlable

unleuyOu'vc nnishedsludyina-

As shown In pos1er obove. l!'s ptl1)lle With ted and while EVERCLEAR logo in
100%. conon. It' comes with a full crew nook-cteatlV'e alterations are tip to yoU!
Oio[y $4.951
Send a check, moneyorderoruse lJ MastetCard or:J Visa
Aecount #
E:xplte$ - - - - -

Pteasesendm•--·. SfJ M:J

I
1
1

the one-to-one international student c:xchanaeJ- to
SPAIN, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, JAPAN,

Personals

ON THP.EE STAGES FP.OM 11 AM

EVERCLEARPOSTER

I

------------------~

Night Club

Justlllce it's pictured aboVe. ll's lull-color, measuring lS"x 22", OnlY $3.00!

Budweiser/UNI'I Leisure Services Player of the Week

One· Item
Large Pizza
Only .$5.9. 5

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

IVERClEA.
AlCDHI ··.. :

The Budwclser/UNM Leisure ServiCes Player of the Week Is Troy Sterk. Troy, a
Mechanical fnglrteerlngsophomore from Albuquerque, Is awarded this hon•
or because of his second consecutive L.S. one•on·one championship. "The
championship ls more than an IndiVIdual award as the entire 'SWAT' orga·
nlzatloh should be recognized for a greatfallsemester, and the spring should
be even better,'' Ttoy stated, Once again, congratulations to Troy Sterk; this
week's lludwelser/ONM Leisure services Player of the Week.

EXTRA! EXTRA!®

I

Albuquerque's Only First Class
Continuous,

·I··. '.·
r

I

I

._ .
266 4 646

Add passion to
your punch with

II
I

1
1

\,.\\1'\t
\

1118 San Mateo SE
at Kathryn

KING OF BEER..c;;,..

TROY STERK

~\)~o\ 0~~ ef\1 P'
~~t.i-ea oe\\\1

THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS!

Everclear 190

I -~~----------~~---,
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~ I
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12116

WORD FOR WORD, Lcllcr quality wOrd praces.dna,

1211l

HOIISEIA.Ck atDING LESSONS. lietl'noers io
1'2/16
PAaTYI FOOD! CONCE:a'll Thb Is !he ~lace for
your cluslfifds about Ratauranti, Pa.rtlts, Food
Sales, Conceru, etc. 11 Food/Fun" today!.
tfn

advance. J~ette112-141l.

Services
tNcDT suaVIVOIIS

11IEIIAPII' Oroup. Safe,

conFidential _lfOUp for &duk -~n. fndiYidllll
tounKilnJ also- aVtllibJe, Contact Caryl Troller.

M.A.~.
12/11
•VUMlA1 Ft:El.ING OUT of colitroi'AMUI food7
Anorala Bullmfil: Treatment Proatam ai Jeueman
Presbyterian H'ospital can help end your nlshtmatt.
Our hetpline is_ .(rte ·and con-t1dentla1. Call_ l51J -2$j:O
day or·nlat;t. we underst.nd el.tii11 dftordeu·... And
weare.
12116

uswEETHART TELEGRAMS" SENb a per:klnal
12116
BROkEN CA.SSE1TE1 WE flxl Alilo inake duplltate
copies. c:asseueComer. 221 Yi1e sE·(J0-6).
i2116
MA THEI\IATICS TUTORING - GUARANTEED
prodUcdveJ inteli~t cram Sessloru ·ror finals. 836<

all't this Chrfsim&s. 242·2101.

2407.
1211!
GENERAL BOOkkEEPING, PAt'ROLL, word
ptocess.ina~sli:l--427$; 821·2916.
Jill
GEIMAN

A

fRENCH

pi"oce$slnt. Call265-2lOl._

Tri.nslatioilsi

word

12/16

TUTORING ~ MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
sdenccs.Experlenced Ph.D~ Retsonablt. 26!·7799,

t(n

continued on page 24
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E\'f;GLASSF..S INTERNATIONAL. SKILL~D In
fining spccl~cle>. Contact Len;, By Dr, R,E. English.
PAY LJ;!SS OPTICIANS, '019 Men011i
NE. - m9" from L~ O~IJ.c's. 888.4778.
tfn
STUll¥ GUIT~R ~T Marc's Guitar Center. Five
dedicated professional ln!lructor~. All nyles, all
levels. Callus al ~6S·m.l. 14) Harvard SE.
tfn
PERFOjtMING ARTS STUDIO ZZI9 Lead Ave SE,
2.l6· io61. Ballet, Ja~z, Vocal Conchhtg.
lfn
CONTACT I'OI,IS!IING SOLUTIONS C~sey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
truccptlon, sterllizution, abortion. Right to .Choose,
294·01.71.
tfn
PRt:GNACY TfSTING & counseling. Phone 247·
Nl~
tfu

Housing
2DR J'UUNISHED AI'ARTMEN'f V. bk front
cnmpu1. UtilitieS paid. Availab[e.Jan, ). 823·2240.
121.16
1 Nlmll A fcmalc roomtMic to share a two bedroom
apt very clo><lolJNM, Call ClnQy, 76~·~101, 1211~
NEAR UNM, ON~: bedroorl) ~partntent includes
single garage. $323 month. 2710 Silver. Southwest
l'roperty.84Z·0179.
1/13
n:MALf; ROOMMATEISJ WANTED. 3 bedroom
houso, Carlisle and Central. Call256-9305 evenings,
12/16
I.OOIHNG Folt YOUR first home and want per•
sonalilcd servi<e? Call Jor~k Ann Wiusberg. The
Stone Company. 88J.0900; 294·2126.
12/16
1WO ROOM WITII thrc ... fourth bath, private
entrance, twln beLl$, couc·h~ refrigerator, IQunger,.
tables, cl1alrs,. large closet, Many shelves, dresser.
Call25~·4156 for more Info,
l/21
I'EMAU: ROOMMATES NEEDED- Four
bedroom house, fireplace, washer/dryer. Walk to
IINM.SISO, 266·2'197.
12/16
NOll IIJI.I. ARt:A, For rent: two-bedroom
rownhou1c close to UNM. Two enclosed patios,
~arporl, new carpet, dishwasher, disposal. S423/mo.
Caii888·3JOOor eves 831-4604. 39l.I·G Silver SJ;l,
12116
(;IIAD Slllllt:NT St;EKS room, male, SIOO/m.o.
('lose tocampu~. prefet non·smoker.Loule843-7636.
12116
HOUSEMAn; WANTEI) TO !hare two bedroom
nrnbilehomc five minutes from UNM. $150/molllh
plus •·; utlliti«. Washer and dryerlncluded.Caii843M79,
12/16
JIOttS~;MATE WANTF.D TO share Lltree bedroom
hou!C one block frorn UNM I.nw/Med ~enter. SI7S
month 1·1 utilllies. 268·3396.
12/16
IIOllSJo;MATF; WANTEil JAN. I for home In NW
•nlley, $180 plus utilities. l'rivnteroorn w/bath. Non·
smoker, no pels, prefer graduate student.343·7569.
12/ll
JIOUS}:MATF. W.ANn:D, IIOME nenr Gibson nod
San Mateo S200 monthly. Call cl'cnings268·0231.
!2/16
ROOMMATE WANTEI) J.G./2bdnn, Triplex $175
mo: 175 DD. •;, utii.Cal1Tom255·2180.
12/11
AVAILADLE DEC, 16: COMFORTABLE, se<ured,
parHally furnished two bedroom hOme'" quiet nonh
campus neishbothood. Share whh two studenls.
Non·smoker prefemd. S200ft!!O plus 11 utilities.• Call
268·53~5 or 25$.6614.
12116
Lf~~DIAN WOMON SEEKS same to share ni<e
house nenr UNM. Non smoker, reruonably neat, Sl75
per month plus !1 bills. 243-7260,
12/16
DI,OCK TO UNM Refurbished one and two bedroom
furnished apartments. Unfurnished tWo bedroom
house also available l/l/86. No children or pets.
$28S.S475. 209·6 ColumblaSE. 255·268$,
12116
LARGE .EFH.CIENCY .APT. furnished, ulllllics
paid, ncar UNM and TV I. E~cellent con dillon, Steat
value. 2306 Garfield SE. 255·7129.
12116
NEWU' PAINTED LARGE and qUiet I bedroom
apt. on Grand NE;, Walk to UNM, hospitals or
downtown, On but rou(e, off street parking, !love,
refrig,, carpeted, and tlraped. Storage closets, small
children fine. No pets. $300 plus security. 821•8210:
881·5227; 821·5497.
12116
ROOMMATE WANTEIJ, GAAD student for 2
bedroom furnished apartment 4 block$ from UNM.
All utili tiel pal d. $190 per :month. :26S·SO:I4.
12/ll
Nlct;l DEIJIIOOM lownhousc closclo UNM. Dlsh·
washer disposal w/d hookups, private yard, covered
carpott. S425/tno. 3911 Silver Sl!. Dillon Real E!late
294·1459 cvertings296·1732.
12/16
TOWNIIOUSE APARTMENT l bedroom, I bath.
Wruhet, dryer boo~up, free cable TV, private yard.
University and Stadium. aica. S:!50, with lireplact
S400. Dillon Real Estate. 294·1459.
tfn
TilE CITAllELl SUPERB location near UNM and
downlown. llu< ••rvlce c:•ery 30 111liluie5. I bedroom

.or efficiency, $310 10 $39~. All Utilities paid, Deluxe
kilehert with dishwasher anq disposal, recreation
room. swimmin~ pool, TV room and laundry, Aduli
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 l,Jnlv~rsi(Y NE.
243·~444.
trn
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE. $260/mo., for one person, SZBO/mo. for 2
persoru, all utilities paid, $17' security deposlr. Fully
furnished, security locks and laundry (acilhles. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 in lhe
evening, 266-839Z.
tfn

For Sale
1983 HoNDA 5110 Shlldo\V. Low mileage. J;:xcellenr
condition. $2000 or best offer. 291·0S2L
12/16
USEDT!lN SPEEDS; Two wheel drive bicycle shop
has a surplus of used .10 and 12 speed bikes at low
prices. All guaranteed 30 days, Call 243-8443 or walk
across the campus to 1706 Central SE (corner
Wniverslty and Central),
12116
HP·IlC, .ALMOST NEW 1 SSO firm. QE voiCe ac·
rivaled mlcrocasselte recorder wilh adapter, used
once, S3~ firm. call 296-4695 between 8 a,m,,4:30
p.m.
12/11
iiARNEIT TRIDENT CROSSBOW, Brand new.
277-3981 afternoons for information.
12/16
HP ~B·C FINANCIAL calculator S50 080. Bauery
charger, manuals, 26.l·3?86, message,
12/16
1983 SUZUKI RMlSO dirtbike, Excellent condition,
$925 ono. 277·2491; 242·0642.
12/15
PEAVEYllllUCEAMP, 110 watts RMS $200. Must
sale, Call Davld277"~338 or242·8239.
12/!5
MENS TREK 520 24". Rack, X•tras, rarely used,
S2SOOBO. 293.·0915.
12/16
SKI BOOTS: NOitl)JCA Air System, new uppers,
g,eat shape, men 1s 9!.<1; Nordica rear-entry, I season
old, women's 8; Best Offer. 26.l·1669; 255-3719.
12/16
APPLE LISA COMPUTER; I megabyte memory, 5
megabyie profile, MacWorks, office software, morel
Cheap! 821·5394 after S.
12/16
CIIEST OF DRAWERS, $30, 4'xB' conference table,
S60. Antique walnut desk with chair, $55, Call David
at 217·5338 or242·8239,
12116
WALNUT UANISif·STYLE platform bed, Antique
fireplace equipment. 281·1579 evenings.
12/16
MOVING SALE: COLOR TV. fan. radio, chairs.
tables. lamps. china; many other hems. Till Dee. 22,
277-8023; 243-4327.
12111
MOI'~R 4·SI'EED MANUAL lransmisslon, SIOO,
345-7569,
12111
LARGE SAMSONITE SUITCASE sllghrly used.
$50. Call344·1140,
12/16
R,C.GORMAN PRINTS FOR sale, 2'x3'. Great
Christmas gift, Call Jeff881·4478. S2S.
12/16
CUSTOM CROMEMOLLY FRAMt; recumbent
bicycle less .than 6 months~ old, S700 OBO. Far·
berware convection turbO.()Vcn $7,, 265·6588 before
8 a.m. or after 8 p.rn.
12/16
l.l8K PORTABLE COMPUTER. M$-DOS, word

processing, communication~ screen, printer, memory
included, IDM <ompafable. Weighs 13 lbs. 265-4503.
12116
IDM·I'Cl'T COMPUTERS l56K Dual disk drives.
Graphics cxpanctnble. CRT S1100, Call268·9499.
12/16
COTTON FUTONS, ZADUTONS, Zafus. Brighl
Future Futon Co. 2424 Garfield, SE. 268-9738. 12/16
BUY SELL ~RADE Oood used tires wheels custom
stock mounting spin balancing repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITH UNM ID. World Wheels. 255·
6382; 3601 Central NE.
lfn

Autos
197~ FORD PINTO, Excellent condition. SI!SO(l or
best offer, 291·0521.
121.16
1971 VW SQUAREBACK newly rebuilt engine.
$1230 000. 247·1804, Claudia or 836-0484 leave
message.
12/16
1971 PLYMOUTH VALIANT, Good engine and
tires, unsightly body. S!SO(l. 242·6730.
12/16
1975 FORD t'ISO pickup rebuilt engine, buiiH:t tool
box, holds 85 gals of gas, good shape, $2400 OBO.
Call David 277-5338:242-8239.
12/16
7! CIIEVV MALIBU Classic, Automatl~, AC, PS,
Cruise, pampered, oldie needs new owner. S950. 883·
1Sl1;821·4221.
12/11
1976 NOVA; 63,000 miles, AC, new fires, power
steering, excellent engine, one owner, excellent
c<>nditlort. $2300 or best offer. Call 888.0809, 12111
1
78 TOYOTA CELICA AM/Fm, afr, casseue. SI!SO(l.
Runs good!2SS·3041 ot281•2403.
12111
11170 BUG. GREAT engine, 8000 mile> on rebuild.
Good tires, body, interior. 1400. 268·6441.
12111
'riiiONDA CIVIC,l(uns good. $6()(l obo, 823-4461.
12/11
1975 ClfRVSLER CORDOVA, White, sunroof, mag
wheds, Sl700or best offer. 2664091.
12111
GOOD REL~BLE TRANSPORTATION. Mazda
73'RX2.$500 OliO, Call 884-6022 evenings. 12116

1960 <.:Ht.~t.llh 4·CYLINDER, driven rronJJlel~n
to AlbuQuerque s years. $1500. Good condition.
J.;ookins for 1/2 ton truck. Call after ~:30; 1·864·
4185.
12/1 I
19~2 (;AMARO ~. Pb, ps, ac, am/fm, tp.
automatic, Hop, 884,~123 afterS p.m.
tfn

IF YOUR LOST keys ar~n't here, Chris oPens looks
and fits ~·y~. Chris's Indoor Stor~, 11911 Jiarvard
SE, dire~tlybehind Natural Sound. 262·21Q7. 12/11

Employment

WANTED: DUCKPONU llEREI.ICfS, Ml!st be
active on campu~ .with a 3.0 GPA. Ability to com•
municate with fowl a must. Ple~se ~e brief with
closing comments. No (morel druggies plel!Se. 12/ll
GIFT BOOKS- ART, fantasy, horror, Also im·
ported record• from Bra1.il, Africa, more. Caligarl's
Book Cabinet, 3215 Silver SE. Phone 266.8885. for
hours,
12/16
BASS ,.LAVER LOOKING for band or serious
musicians to form Roc~ an.d R,oll or Rhythm and
Blues band, Equipped and experienced. Can also play
some rhythm. SAM 268·722,,
12/16
CHR(STM~S WARMTH! PEACOATS, navy style.
Also varie1y military jackets, hats, sWeaters, Kauf·
man's Wcsr, A real· army and ~avy store, 1660
Eubank NE:. 293-2300,
12/16
AFFORDABLE LMTHER JACKETs. No\V .in
stock SS0-$100 while supplies last. Kaufman's West.
A Real Army and Navy Store, 1660~Eubank NE.2?3·
2300.
12/16
/iOLIDAY GOURMET GIFT Baskets from Creative
Catering Personalized and Delivered. Rebecca 242·
3736.
12116
BINOCUL~RS FOR CIIRISTJifMi7 Of course!
Steiner, Brunton, Apollo, and tnore. Many sizes.
Prices for aU budjets. Kaufman's West. A Ileal Army
and Navy Store. 1660 Eubank NE. 293'2300. 12116
COMPUTER TJME FOR rent by th~ hour. Near
UNM, l!ick262·0066.
12116
BEADED, SEQUINEI), RHINESTONEF/; unique
gifts and hollday wear. Cashmere, fur, wool coats
200fo off, At ON BROADWAY. SE corner of
Broadway and Lead, Tuesday-Saturday 11·6. 243·
4774.
12/11
CHRISTMAS AT KAUFMAN'S. Gifts for Ihe whole
family, Mash trivia games, fatigues, hats, binoculars,
flight jackets, much more, Kaufman's West. A real
Army ar1dNavy .store, 1660 Eubank NE. 293·2300,
12/16
CAN'T GO WRONGI Gift cerlifieates, we'll add
10%. Kaufman'• West. A Real Army and Navy
12/16
Store. 1660 Eubank NJ;:, 29~·2300,
GIVE A GIFT to feed the spiriU A Course in Miracles
hardbound $40; softcpver $25.. Open Mind
Bookstore. 222 YaleSE. 10-6.
12/16
GRADUATING OR BF:TWEEN Jobs? Wafting for
your wmpany benefits? Short term major mediC!II
health insurance. Reasonable ~at_e~. Jim Sweeney,
Manual Lujan Agency, 266-777.1,
12/16
I'JIONES, WIRING, JACKS Installed. Save SO'lo
over phone ~ampany, 242·7558.
12116
ADOPTION WANTEP- LOVING, finaneially
secure family wants to adopt lnfanl or toddler: all
expense~ paid, Call 873·3032 evenings and weekends.
12/ll
GEN.TLEMEN'SBATHE& SlfAVESettlon at Body
Duena offers the finest men's toiletries, aloe shave
gels, famous Royall Day after-shaves, line rotors.
musta(hceare kits, and more.
12/11
WANTED: V~N, CAMPER, or trall~r to rent or
lease. Needed D~e. 27 unlll Jan.J3, Call243·8381.

RECREATIONAL THERAPIST NEEDED: St,
Francis Gardens Nursing }fome, 904 Las Lomru Rd,
NE, 842·1410. Must be creative and caring.
12116
WEE NEED EXPERIENCED clerks, re<eplionists,
secretaries, data entry operators and word-proc:e!iaors
for long and short term temporary assignments. Musl
be available to .work 8·5, For more information cull
Cindy a1 262·1871. Dunhill Temps, Not an agency,
never a fee,
12/16
POLmC~L VOLUNTEER$ N.llEDED t9 beJp
collect petition .signatures during 1emester break for
Majorie Deli Chambers, Republican candidate for L(,
Governor. Phone evenings 898-6419..
12/16
AITENTION COPYEDITORSI THE Daily Lobo is
lookiog for e~perienced copyeditors. English or
Journalism b"•lcground preferred. Exciting, romantic
position working late nights with a .fun bunch of
people! Call Kelly or Jo 277,7527; 277-7,26,
12/16
P~RT· TIME CASHIER· counter peoson. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply in person Frontier
Restaurant. 2400 Central SE,
12116
COMPUTER OPERATOR: LOCAL CPA firm.
Runr Jan.-April. Flexible hours, ASM studen·
!/candidate preferred. Ca!I293·ZI50 for interview.
12/16
DELIVER THE LOBO. M~st have truck or van,
Wage plus mileage, Work 7:0Q.i0:30 AM M·F, Apply
Marron Hall Room 131, M·F 8·5,
12/16
P~RT·TIME. CLERK·slo<ker· Must be over 21,
Apply In person. SaveWay Liquors, 5516 Mcnaul
Blvd. NE.
12/16
SELL ORIGINAL IIANDCRAFTED ar)d crystal
iewelry, Your own hours, 265·3944.
12/16.
PART-TIME PERSONAL secretary needed, Must
have own transporta)lo 0 , Call James Shelton 26S·
462S,
12116
RESURCH BUSINESS STUDENT wanted.
December and January. Subjeact procuremen·
tlproject management. Rate negotiable. M. Burks
265·0195.
12(16
DESPERATELY SEEKING SANTA. The General
Stores.
12116
"DAILY J.OBO" HIRING I beat reporter, I
legislative reporter for spring term. Experienced
reporters only, Bring clips. Call 217·7527 ask for
Kelly or Jo,
tfn

Work-Study
GAIN BUSINESS F.XPERIENCE: Part·lime
position open NOW at the NM Daily Lobo Buslnm
Office! Looking for student lntereSied In working
with the public, typing, .seneral bookkeeping and
_ucc~)Unting procedures, and computer e~perience,
Prefer a business or accounting !ludent. You MUST
BE work study qualified, Apply Marron Hall13l, M·
F8·5.
tfn
NEED SOMEONE TO fill a work•study position?
1fn
Advertise in the Lobo classlneds.

Travel
NEED A RIDE to the Richland WA area for
Christmru? 26H744 or277·39SO. Keep trying. lUll
TRAVELING FOR X•MAS? Call Auto Drlveaway
for Inexpensive travel possibilities, 34S-4317. 12/16
NE.ED RIDE TO Miami Dec. 26 or 27, Call Carolyn
242·6553,
tfn
X-MAS BREAK SKI ~Steam boa!, CO, $270 (liS·
Jill) includes transportation, aceom, and lift tickets,
Call Student Trllvel277·2336.
12116
T~KING A TRIP7 Advct11sc your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Daily Lobo.
tfn.

Lost and Found
POCKET CAlCULATOR FOUND In Mitchell lOt
Tuesday. Identify and claim in Marron Hall 13t
12/16
FOUND NEAR POPEJOY, sun glasses, Identify and
<laim at 131 Marron Hall.
12116
FOUND .IN WOMEN'S room Mitchell Hall. Watch.
ldenllfyandclaimatl31 Marron Hall.
12111

Hi=11R r='ORCE OnE
Conditioning Perm $16.95
(Include• shompoo, stv1" cut.
perm and blow

drvl

1419 Central NE
247 8224

Ccnrered .'-

Wiragon

FOLKDANCING
Every Saturday Eve. 7pm
carlisle Gym
Teaching-Beginners Welcome
~~~~sf!)

Shopping
days 'til

5

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

A.S.T.A.-AID in the "X"

CHRIS'

VACATION

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Chris' Indoor Store

STARRING
PHANTASMAGORIA THEATRE
• Peter, Paul (r Mounds
• Johnny Mattress
• Tommy Sonic (r the Doom Dooms
• Blind Le"'on Liver
• (r your Host Nylon Neely

NEED AJOB?
La Posada Dining 1-fall is looking for a
few good studenls to work during meal
service hours for the Spring Semester.
Applications are available at La Posa·
da's Kitchen Office.

Saturday night 8pm/$5.00

262·2107

We'll

In the Harvard MaU
be closed Dec 16th ·Jan 1St
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Experimental Theatre
Fine Arts Bldg.
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PRe5ENTS

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Vegetarian Huevos Rancheros
9:50am· 1:30pm

1844 Lomas NE (corner of Yale)
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Miscellaneous

LOOKING FOil A ~peclal gift for a fdend, Jqver,
moth~r. father., or youngster? B~dy Bueno ha~ fresh
glfl ideas and affordable luxury- AND a special
sele(tion of stocking stuffers,
12/16
EYEGLASSES, WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices, Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
OpJicians. 2SS·200Q, l 18 Washington Sl!.
tfn
CJ.ASSIFIEilS GET RESULTS! Place YQUJ ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
trn

Yule Log
~NNI!.TIE,

D.AWN, DAVE, Kevin, Rory, Sherron
and Wall- Thanks for ~ucn a great semester,
There's NJ!VJ;R been a b.etler on~ for me. Now lhatlt
Is almost over I wish you all the best of luek on finals,
Also I'm sure santa will treat you right while we're all
apan- MERRY CHI!ISTMASf i,oVe, Ky. 12/11
ANUREA ,_ HOPE SANTA brings you the righ
stuff.. Enjoy break, Remember, life'~ not a beach.
Ask the St. Bernard (and rou will), SJCI BUM, [2/ll
DEAN J, IIAVE A ~real Christmas. Maybe Santa
will be nice ani! bring you doors.
12/ll
ON THE TIIIRD day of Christmas, my true love
gave to nte .. , Legs' perfect way to make the girls gQ
crazy. 3D's,
12111
DEETTE P. ·-TAKE YOUR mothers a~ vice more
often and have a merry christmas- Craig.
12111
DAILY DOGGITESI DOGGONE If the semester
ain't but gone already, Happy 1-jolidy Hoedownlng
and Hanaovers. Let'~ n_ot ruin our relatio11ship with
drunken sex, ok? Happy Holidays, a Managed
Editor,
12111
MICIIELLE "MV LOVE" Have you been a good
girl? Santa is checking his lisl. Love Phillip,
12111
L12;A, SANTA TOLD me ihat you've been good and
wishes YQU good luck on finals and a Merry
Christntls, Dan.
12/11
YULE .BE GLAD 10 hW that STl]DENTS can
~rread Christmas ~heer for o~nly 10 CENTS per word
per issue in the Dally Lobo's Yule Log section Dec. 6
to Dec, 16 (five issues).
tfn

10·10 MON·SAt
12·5SUNDAY
3500 CENTRAL SE
262·1900

12/11

FOil VINTAGE CHRISTMAS valvets and sparkly
New Year's attire, Visit the Turquoise Flamingo, 120
Amherst NE. In tbe Nob Hill SHopping district. 2S5•
0101.
12/16

TODAY''S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

52 Heretofore:

arch.
1 Ham's father 54 Mild oath
5Jeer
55 Turtle
10 O.T. book
59 Revokes: var.
14 Arctic home 63 Norse god
15Sao - ,
64 Of speeches
Brazil
66 Muscovite
16 Fondness
67 Entirety
17''-68 Snow field
Polka"
69 Writ words
19 Concept
70 Hillside
20 Scorched
71 Increased
21 Dregs
23 ''E)(cuse me" DOWN
25 Dried up
26 Promptly
1 Beaks
30 N.Y.
2 Molding
hockeyist
3 Athena's title
34 Fertile loam
4 Cheers
35 El -,Texas 5 Shoveled
37 Luau treat
6 Vehicle
38 Electron
7 Possessive
39 Run
8 Disappears
of-9 Nonsense
42 swab
10 Nutrition
11 Fashion
43 Bone: pref.
45 Polish river 12 Stove part
46 Piano piece 13 Chair
18 Order
48 Poem part
22 Dublingp.
50 Encored

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED
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OPER~FANSICATER
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24 Sulked
26 Mixtures

R I D GE

47 Whipping
49 Period
27Halter
51 Promise
28Camps out
53 Alpine area
29 Gentler
55 Volume
31 Entire range 56 Reword
32 Deteriorate
57 Costa33 Tied
58 Western pact
36 Begat
60 Cake expert
40 Nightclubs
61 Rendered
41 Ogler
62 Killed
44 Immortal
65 Spigot

